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WORE AFTER 65: OPTIONS FOR THE 80's

WEDNESDAY, JULY 9, 1980

' U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Orlando, Fla.
The committee met, pgrsuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in the Orange

County school board room, Orlando, Fla., Hon. Lawtbn Chiles,
chairman, presiding.

Present: Senator Lawton Chiles.
Also present: E. Bentley Lipscomb, staff director; John A. Ellie,

*chief counsel; 'Charles Canady, administrative assistant to Senator
Chiles; and Helen M. Gross-Wallace, clerical assistant.

OPENING
SUMMIT BY SENATOR LAWTON CHILES, CHAIRMAN

Senator emus. Good afternoon. We want to welcome you to the
third hung of the Senate Special Committee on Aging series en-
titled "WOrk After- 65: Options for tfie.80's." Over the east 3 months,
the Senate Special Committee on Aging has been examininOhe present
and future status of the older worker. . .

I am particularly glad to be here in central Florida wher the
percentage of older persons is some 30 years ahead of its time. Our
previous, two hearings have been in Washington, so \I am loo ing
forward)to receiving testimony from a more local point of view. -%

4s, the hearings on this' ubject have progressed, it has become clear
it to us that there really are two major areas of employment that need

review. One is the retiree who would like to go back to work, and the
other is thkcurrent older worker who would like to continue working
rather than being forced to retire. '

Florida strikes me as being a perfect example of a State with many
older persons who would like to be reemployed to supplement their
incomes, at least on a parttime basis. We will hear from some wit-
nesses today who Ave done just that. More significantly, our hearings
have focused -on the need to keep older persons working longerup to
and beyond the normal retirement age.
' Why are we interested in finding more incentives for older people to

p olong their Woilting years?:The answer is twofold.
First, many older persons do not wish to be put out to pasture early.

I fact, in 4 recent Harris poll, near y half of all those q'uestionekinch:
c ted a desire to keep working be nd retirement aged -

Second, there is Ni. cost problem. As you know, the social security
. p gram has come under severe financial stress. We are correcting the
sh rt-term, financial strain, but the long term is uncertain. By in-
cr asing the 'average age of retirement in America, we could take

(195)
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substantild pressures off the social y system and perhaps
make room for improveg..kreKfits. e time, we could reduce
the mounting pressures ..2,u many private pensions in this
country that are also in tfbuble.

In short, we have a strange paradok of events. Consider these facts:
(1) Polls show t t many workers want to, work longer; (2) the manda-
tory retireme agt. has been lifted, to age 70 for private industry, and
has been eliminated altogether in many other areas; (3) the health of
older people today is better than it ever has been_ in the past; and
inflation has many workers'worrying seriously abobt whether their'
retirement income will be enough to get by.

.Yet despite these facts, the national trend continues to be one of
early retirement.

To be specific, the Department of Labor tells ,us that the percentage,
of men over age, 65 in the labor force.has dropped from 46 percent in
950 to 20 percent in 1977.
I must confess that I am alarmed iby these facts. a Nation, we

simply will not be able to afford early retirement for everyone. The
burden will be too high.

Well, I think. early retirement should be an option. For some its a
very viable option and necessary, but it should not be the only option.
We need to encourage and support more and more new initiatives for a

-longer work life. Many private companies, such as Polaroid and Atlan-
tic, Richfield, have told us that encouraging older workers Astay on
has been very beneficial to their operations.

The president of Xerox, TeterrY4eolough, who is also Chairman or
the President's Commission 'on Pension Policy, told us: "We should
encourage full- and part -time employment' opportunities for older
workersilind retirees as a matter of national policy."

I think that makes a lot of sense. Ina day in which w0"..know how
malty people are pressed because of the ravages of inflation, because of
financial constraints in trying to live within their fixed incoffies, many
peop16 find that it is necessary to continue working. Many people are
J6st not happy to hang it up and.go rock in the rocking chair.

Also, as a point of Government policy, it certainly makes sense to'
encourage those people that would like to work longer, because for
every year that we raise the retirement age let's say if we went from
65 to 60 as the average retirement age; that would save the social

curitptrust fund about $250 billion over the next 70 years.
With these -concerns in mind, we hope these hearings are going to

help explode a lot of the myths that have been out there, those myths
that_said when somebody becomes 65, suddenly they become accident
prone, suddenly they are going to be absent from work, ter are going
to quit. All the concerns that they have had over a lifetime of working,
of trying to do good work, suddenly they kind of beconie bad

,qmployees.
From the companies we heard from so tar Polaroid, IBM, Atlantic

Richfieldthey just refute those myths and say that is not true at all.
We hope to see that this will continue to be true %% ith some of the panels
that we will put on today,,and we want to eplighten all of qur com-
panies that they are really losing a tremendously valuable resource
that they hive in employees. that axe arreidy trained, already per
forming., successfully, and that there is no reason for them o lose this
kinfl of resource when those emplpyees wish to contir,me. ,
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With those concerns in mind, we are here,today to learn what we can
about the older worker in Florida. I deeply appreciate the willingne.ss
of all of our witnesses to come before us this afternoon. I am looking
forward with great interest to your testimony.

We are going 'to- reverse our order just a little bit because I under-
stand that part of cur first panel is a little late. So we are going to start
with the panel that we had-listed as our second Ranel. Twill ask Lester
Ferguson, Bluet Jenkins, and Joe Gilarde, if they would, to come up
now loft et:

. erguson, we, understand that before _your retirement you
Managed much of the Panama Canal installation, you were the first
director of the area agency on aging for the Orlando .area, you have

, been appointed by the Governor to the State advisory commission,
and that you in that capacity and your other experience have a knowl-
edge of `all of the aging concerns in Orlando, and that_you are also
active in the senior corps, of retired executives, SCORE. We are
delighted to have you with us today and we are just going to ask you to
lead off with any statement that you have. We will take a statement
from each of 'you and then we will ask some questions after that.

STATEMENT OF LESTER A. FERGUSON, MAITLAND, FLA., MEMBER,
STATE Or FLORIDA ADVISORY COMMISSION ON AGING

Mr. FERG14SON. Thank you. Senator, members of the staff, ladies and
gentlemen, 1-wislfto thank you for th opportunity to address you on
this important subject. Xou will hay witnesses appearing beforetyou
today who will stress the need for emp yment for senior citizens who
need this employment to augment th 'income. Throughout this
Nation, millions of senior citizens have seen their meager, fixed, low
income further eroded by inflation in one form or another. In many
cases, their already low standard of living has been further depresied
until they are marginally existing. This grbup in themseltes maitre .a
strofig case for the need for providing employment on a part- or
full -tune basis for Many of our elderly citizens.

, .
I would like, however, to take my ,allocated time to bring to the

attention of the committee Mother need, an emotional need which
is st as dem nding. If this need is nOt met, the results to the indi-
viduala physic fly and mentally calube devastating. I am talking,
about the mil ions of senior citizens who have been forced into retire-,
ment just at the peak of their effectiveness even though they were ,
provided with adequate pensions.

1

1While many have found retirement all they had hoped it would be, \
countless others of them have an emotional need which is ., y served
when their minds are challengectby a responsible jo el, 1 edical sur-
veys have established that wherl, the mind is idle, the ody of the \

older person deteriorates. We als6. cannot ignore the potential impact
on a-marriage when after. 30 to 40 years of going to-work each day '
a. healthy,. mentally alert, husband thfusts himself underfoot into the
house his wife his been, successfully operating for a similar, number
of years. I am sure yotr have heard what one wife said tri her-husband
recently, "I married you for bet or worse, John, but notfor lunch."
fLatighter.] t
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Some marriages have survived this transition, others have not.
The point I am making is That there are mental' and physical con-
siderations as well as financial ones whicl impact when a man or
woman aged 60 to 65 is forced into retirement. :l'hOcope of the
prdbletn on a national basis is.of mounting concern, but the situation
in Florida has already reached the critical stage. ;

We'llave in Florida the highest ratio of senior citizens to 'total
population of any State; with approximately one$out of four individ-
uals in Florida being aged 60 or older. What can be done about it?

1The recent lifting of the mandatory retirement age has opened the
door for the future. It will now be necessary to educate private in-
dustry and governmental agencies to understand that it is and can
be cost effective to retain ,and or employ older workers. This must '
be a, reversal of the form& psychology where they were moving to
pension off their older .workers to make room for ,younget employees .
who could be hired at lower salaries under the misguided notion that
this was saving them money.

,As your committee has, already established once the labor force
created by the baby .boom which followed World Wir II has matured,
we will see a sharp decline in the labor pool among the youth of this
Nation, anti necessity will dictate the employment and retention of
older workers. The opportunities for employing the eldeily, even if
taken to its ultimate potential, will not, ih my indgment, mItch
their growth in numbers.

Using the Bureau of Census figures, your committee has projected
that 20 short years from now there Will be 32 million persons in the
United States aged 65 or older. Ilyou use as your criterion Age 60,
which is the age the Older Americans Act, talks to, it is quite likely
the figure .will be nearer 50 million.

Fortunately, there is another resource available, at least for those
retirees iit(lifaderquate pen ions but who have a desire and a need to,
stay active. This is the world of volunteerism. I discovered this
world the hard way. I retired in 1972 and found,my sudden inactivity
and lack of responsibility affecting me both mentally and physically.
As a result, in 1974 I went back in the labor force, as the director of
the area agency of aging in east central Florida. in 1979, I retired
again, but this time I.was prepared.

4' As you indicated, I am now engaged as a vohmteer in more activi-
11 ties than I can really handle. I will not recite them inasmuch as you

covered them in your opening stateient, Senator. I mention this
only to indicate that theu i%a place and a' need for the experiertce
and knowledge which our senior citizens have acquired which could
and should be shared to help others.

Aitain, I wish to thank you for the opportunity to appear before
your committee, and am prepared to answer any questions you have.

Senator CHILES. Thank you very much.
. I ha-3F, some questions I wilt put to each member of our panel, but

we will War the others before Ave do that.
Next, we will hear from Bluette Jenkins. Bluette is sort of lin

anomaly, She is really 30 year ?. old andshe poses as a senior citizen.
She retired somehow as a Statb-employee after being a social worker
and a member of the silver haired legislature of the State of Florida.
She is currently not tworking, but she has gone back to work, on occa-
sions to supp went herancome;rso I think she can tell us something

a.
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about that. She has been an employe& of mine of sorts, in that she
was one of our interns under our U.S. Senate intern program; andshe is on the Governor's Advisory Council on Aging. -

Bluette, we 'are delighted to have you with us today and look for-
ward to hearing from you.-

STATEMENT OF Ezpmg A. JENKINS, ORLANDO, FLA., CHAIR-
WOMAN, ORANGE COUNTY NUTRITION, PROJECT ADVISORY
COUNCIL

-
Mrs. JENKINS Thank yOu. Senator Chiles, staff, ladies and gentle-

men, I am mos grateful to have an opportunity of saying my littlespeech becaus think I do have some experience that may be helpful
o to the Senat and his coiiittee in planning for seniors.

If older e are allowed to work, they will be able to provide
metre ade ate y for their basic needs such as food, plothing, shelter,
and medi al care. Pressure is lessened, tension reduced. They will
have self reliance, self-respect, dignity, a feeling of indep endence,
and abov all, security. As it is now, you have very little security
when.you t a check for about §135 a month, and now it has been.
increased ju a little bit. You have your rent, which goes up every
.month, almo ; ii nott, about every 6 months.

When we go to the store to .buy'food, we don't get as much now for
money as we once did. Therefore, we do need to supplement our

social security by working, and those of us who lire capable, willing,
(". and physically able to do r should not, be denied this wonderful

opportunity.. - .
Do you know the,seniors of ,today built America? We built the

'schools,-we built thesidewalks; we built the paving on the streets,
,we built everything. Wehave created and helped to make jobs for the
younger people of today, and we don't want any young people to feel
that because we are asking for a chance to work a little longer, we -are
going to take anything from them,Because of us, you have our great
country, better opportunities, ilnd a great, place to live,
si think when you think about those-things, you will put your arms

ftaround a senior citizen, you will also open ttp- jobs, those of you who
have employment to offer. Industry «sill say give them a chance.
We didn't maN thitsalaries of today. Therefore, when we retire, our
retirement is based on that State retirement and everything.

I think, social workers are one of the lowest paid, aside from nurses, on the State payroll. Therefore, you don't have as much conling in..
Years ago, minorities would be the last to be hired Aid, the first to be
&ed., so when we had anything, we tried to keep it forever and forever
because we were so settod we were not ever going to get any more.

Nowadays that is different. You have, an opportunity. If you can
do the job, you can do it. There are many seniors who have never been
out of their hometown and would like to take, a trip but catinotioafford
it. I remember talking to a group of seniors down, at Union. Park.
I said what I would like to do if I had the mone5r, would give you
all a trip to Nassau or some little distance we could do. They said,
"Wouldn't that be wonderful." I could see the bright, beautiful look
that came their faces, if they just luid- an opportunity of taking a
trip.

199,
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I said, "Let's ask our Senators or Representatives and they can
get a boat cheap." They said, "That would be a' wonderful idea."
But of course we never.get around to doing it; that may be asking too
much, I don't know. I said some day we might be Able to give theme

hint and miybe they can do something about it.
It is the.seniors' ctesire to be kept in the mainstream of life. We.clin

hold our,own. A young person comes in to tell you how to prepare your
food, how to do this or that. You sit up there laughing inside. "Child,
I have been where you never will get." [Applause.).

Most of q, do volunteer work. Why, even when I had a regUlar job, I
did volunteer work in the evenings Kith the Red Cross in every kind
of way. When they had stormsI have been up to Louisiana. In that
terrible Hurricane Camille in Missisippi and when they had floods, I
volunteered my timecii j") there to help.

Now if my work as a volunteer is satisfactory, then why wouldn't
it be good enough for same pay? Whx not wages equal to any job that
we may do? If we are doing the same type of work, then we should get
the same type of pay Witt the regular workers.in that industry or, that
job may get. I do know for a fact that there are seniors, working on
jobs as stenographers, as cle.rics and what have you, that do not get
the salary that the regular workers who work there permanently get,
but they classify us as seniors and say, "You are not supposed to get
as much as.we get." That is wrong and I would, consioier, .dis-
criminatory if I were working on a job, two of us doing the same thing
and you get more than I get: That does not seem right to me.

How would you feel if you were it stenographer and somebody else
is a stenographey or any other job, social worker, and theysay: "Now
you, because you are young, I am going to pay you $1,000-a month.
You are old, you don't need that much, you should not eat that much,
so I will give you $500." I have learned that. When I was social
worker we used to make budgets. My timethat was before social
security came into being. We would allow the senior citizen who is 65

r "Well, they are not sup -
posed

money for fo t
re

we would young people, and I said, why?
I said, "They .eat e than young poople.y
posed to." You cannot tell a man how much to eat; that is wrong.
She said, ",The reason yomig people get more is'they use tip more

tienI rgy."
said that is'true, old people may not be running.and playing, but-

they work pre-4,y hard taking care of the grandchildren, doing the
laundry, doing the cooking. You would be surprised to knav what they
do for grandchildren, and they need as much food as anybody else,
and it costs the old person just as m o pr *de for his needs as the
younger person. There is no dill' en bets en our needs. Human
needs are human needs, and it ta es jt 'a much fore as it does
for the other, because when you are an old lady with p tty,gray hair,
they don't pay, "We are not going to charge yon very much." They

frmay chaige a little bit more if they think you have a social security
check. Everybody lives on us.

The next thing is the,overall reliance on regressive taxes, especially
ploperty tax, by State and local governments The high rate of growth
in Government expenditures haN e had, according to a study by the
Federal Council on the Aging, a great impact on the elderly as com-
pared to other groups. At the same time, escalating sales tax burdens



.
adversely affect the ability 'of the lower income elderly family unit to
purchase a basic essential

States should provide property tax relief. to elderly homeowners of
low and moderate income, and also discontinue tax on utilities, fuel, .
and so fdrth, for senior citizens: Efforts should be made to develop
plans for employment of older workers pursuant to the provisions of
the Older Americans Act and the Comprehensive Employment and
Veining Act. .

Medicare should Include eyeglasses, dentures, hearing 'aids, pre-
scription drugs, and it appear's to me that it is discriminatory to allow'
these items under medicaid and not under medicare. 114quire prescnp-
tion prices in all, pharma9ies and advertisement in order to encourage
price competition. Although it is not pertaining to employment, we
need employment to take care of our doctor bills and the high price of
medicine. .

. ;I, went into the doctor's office recently and I guess I was there about
16 or 20 minutes and they didn't make an X-ray. I asked why and
they said I didn't need it. They did' a' lot of other jittle things and a
blood test. I don't mind the cardiogram because t wanted to be s9re
that my old ticker was working pretty good because al am still trying
to find a job. The bill was $120. I said; "Oh, my Lord, I don't have
$20." I have been going there about 20 years. He said, "Well, we trust
you. You can just send us a check."

I said, "I don't know when that check will ever come."
He said, "Make it the first, of the month."
/ said, "But I have to buy 'food, How can'I send you $120 at one

time?"
He has been having me come every 4 months for a 'checkup. So

then when I went into the office to tell the girl that I was not going to .
pay the charges, while I was in there, 'he called me through the door
and he said, "Now instead of coming every 4 months, you can come
every 6 months." Now, see, he had been having me come 'every 3 or 4.
months. Now I have not got any money so I am not quite as Sick as I
used to be. fLaughterand applause.] -

That is the way sometimes you ,have to do, is to say, well, I don't
have this money. Arid, of course, most times we are straight about it,
we tell the truth about it. But if you tell a little white one sometimes,
it does not hurt,too much to ask the Lord to forgive you.. .

Senator. CHILES. How come you call that h white lie? [Laughter.)
Mrs. JENKI.NS. I am a potential diabetic, take all the blood tests, but

. ° they don't give me medication for it. They give me lin,,X-ray all the
time. I had said, "I am taking X-rays but now I am afraid I might take _

something from the X-ray, I am getting nervous aboutkthat, and you
don't want me to get nervous." I don't get an X-ray every time Igo
because that is $25, $35 added to your bill. They don't care anything
about it, whether you are a senior citizen, no one seems to care. You .'
have to start speaking for yourself.

Then when you go in the drugstore, I think it would be helpful if a
lot of prices would be posted because then you wofild'say, "Well, now
this drugstore charged x dollars; but I can go across the street and
get it cheaper and don't get ripped off."

. Last, I think we may' have the program in Orlando but I am not
sure about how well itihas-been operated. We may have it in the State,

.11
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and I am not sure, but stricter controls are consumer affairs. Also, we
should have a fair trade practice. , t

Now we have a few senior citizens whb had nn old car and they
traded in that old car for another used car and the one they tradaf in
v as stopping:all the time and the one they bought gtoppped all the time,
so they didn't make a good trade, and then they had to pay some
extra money. If you don't pay, the credit won't be any good. The
chamber of commerce, the credit bureau, somebody will write you
all kinds' of letters, to threaten you if you don't pay this bill by such

Juld such a time, something is going to happen. I just put it lir the
wastebasket because you cannot get blood out of\a turnip, so don't
worry about it. .

.

Escalating utilities rates; which is terrible, have become a burdrii on
all low-Si/mcme persons, paiticularly the elderly .w ho must live ,on a

.., low, fixed income. Budget stress ffequently forces, older persons to
choose between the basic necessities of fuel, food, and medical care.
You should encourage and permit public utilities to give lower utility
rates to low-income user and prohibit discrimination against -the
elderly and other at-risk consumers during the winter months.

I read where somebody died because they. were cold. They just froze
to death' becau,ve the utilities were cut off and they didn't have any
heat. There should be a senior center where the elderly.can go for any
kind of information that they need. ,

'Also, get assistance in filling out medicare forms. So often senior
citizens do not know how to fill out those forms so they say, "Well,
I am not going to be, bolhered," and they push them aside and.pay
the doctor to the best of then ability. -Bail they kinw fliey have sore. e-
place to go and there was a paid worker there, they would not mind
asking. You cannot ask volunteers. to do much. Volunteers are fine,
they rue w underful, but you cannot expect too much of a volunteer.
But when you have a paid worker, you are not embarrassed and you
don't feel bad about asking them to please Help you. ...

Bow much little change the seniors might qiave if they. had such.
- a center to go to where there w as someone there just specifically to ,

take care of the seniors' needs so that they night be reimbursed fop
a tpart of their expenditures for medicine...and doctor, expenses. They

then have money-to buy food and other things. " .

... It is.felt that seriiors should be represented on all State and Federal 41

regulatory. boards,' commissions, and agencies l'itlit-r4uhitory power
affecting the elderly Listep, nobody' Isnows,what the eldprly need
,, much as.the'eldbrly knew-themselv6s. I dbn't;think the% is a

body that on repi.esent us better than il'e can ourseks..
We appreciate what Others are Wring do for us and that.they

can be helpful in many ways to us. Theepresentation should not
, .be:presently or* pikliouslx, associated witheither anal the people

who are omthese boagds, the citizens thIlt ate on these boards, they
:yhould-not have been presently pr, previooly,.associated with either
The regulatory bodies or the interests they; regubite, and it should be
open to the public. Senators, too, you know.

.

SA e don't ant-Anybody on there_ to represent seniors that ha*
'any interest at all in those sorts,of things. Let them he fre Iternembet
that older AmeVicans: needs are no different from those bf any'other

'American._ ,

,
.,

Tliolitk you. [Applause.) , -.' , .
.., ., . t.
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Senator CHILES. Thank you, Bluette. I think you learned something
when you went to Washington. You saw the Senate -filibuster.

Mrs. JENKINS; I forgot to say he was my boss.
Senator CHILES. I hope Bob Graham does not hear I gave you a

platform for ,Governor; he will be mad at me.

as chairman of the Orange County Board of County Com issioners,
You mentioned a senior center. I think that Mark Thom; is here,

or he was here. He was telling me that the commission has just pur-
chased the building, the old school right up here, and they are going
to make a sen,ior center out of that. I am delighted to hear that. I

'think that is very good news.
Also we are delighted to have Clyde Fink, who is Senator Stone's ,

district representative. We are. delighted to have him. Senator Stone
works on all of our elderly programs that ive have.

Joe Gilarde is also one of our witnesses, And he is a vocational devel-
opment,specialtitst with the Orange County Citizens Advisory Council'
on Agifig,,InC: fiefs retired from the milk industry in Pittsfield, Mass. .
After retirin, he cameoto Florida and wept back to works for a book-
keeper for a drug and grocery chain, and he is still working for the
local area agency, finding jobs for retiree. Day in and day out, he
takes calls from local elderly persons whO are not making ends meet
and are trying to tell him why they need. a job. I hope you spell that
out for us. I think it is something we need for our record. U you will

14 give us some of that inforination, we would be delighted to have that
from you.

STATEMENT OF JOE GILARDE, ORLANDO, FLA., VOCATIONAL,DE-
-MOMENT SPECIALIST, ORANGE COUNTY CITIUS ADVISORY
COUNCIL ON AGING, INC.

Mr. GILARDE. Thank you, Senator. I see some of them out hele in
the room.

The things I have been listening to, of coarse I am not going to be as
long as the tw,p that were before me. I want to tell you. a little bit about
why retirees have to find employment to 'supplement their income.
Those that retired on social security cannot afford the high cost of
living. I am onthe other end of the telephone every day, 5 days a week,
and sometimes they call me at home: One of the most important things
they tell me is theywant a job.

The first thing they say is,."I am a senior citizen, I need help. I.got
to have help, I need money." So, of course, I have to listen. I have to
listen to what, they want to tell me. If you are not a good 194.aner, you
'are not going to help, They confess; actually,..more or le of their sins
when they go to church so they tell you their life history and I listen.
I listen to them. I think this is good

you
me and good for the citiVas

that are calling in.
One of the most iimpoi:tant things I think that they tell me, and I

think it is good for everyone that is in the 'room here, is the reason'
they want to go back to work to implement their social ,securit. Rent.
is onetf the most important things. Rents have gone up tremendouslY
and they are being put ont'of their homes. They are being put out of
their apartments. We hear this all the time, 5 days a week.

13,
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Utilities. I heard this. Water rates, along with some garbage
collection. That might be a small thing. In some parts of the city, oil
and gas forhome heating. Of course, when w inter time comes, you read
probably in the paper, I w as paying a cents a gallon for fuel oil and
now it has,gone.up to $1 a gallon and maybesome Of it is more. How
can people!afford to pay that when they don't have a job?

Tele Atones. Many of the phones have been disconnected. We have
app ati is in our office where they have come in and-applied for
work. I tri 2d to call them back for an appointment to come back in for
a job that I had tried to find for them and the phones have been
disconneded. Of course we use a card system. If I cannot get them, I
w ill retur the card After trying to jilace the call and find the phone
hag been ( isconnected. Actually they 'don't have the money to pay
for a phon . .

Insuran e on automobiles. They had to sell their ears. Repairs on
automail s have gone up. Gasoline and oil, I cannot tell you any more
than I can tell you of bus fares. They tell me that bus fares have gone
up. Taxi fares have gone up. Those that don't have cars say they are
not on the ,busline and they can't get on a bus so they have to call a
cab. Cabs are expensive right now. ,

Then they want to tell me even postage. I can remember when
stamp % were 2 cents and now they have gone up to 15 cents and they
expect it to go higher, maybe,20 cents.

All of these things are addiVg up for our senior citizens. Atm the
people that are behind me h( m, too. They have to pay that .bill.

Medicines, prescriptions. Medicare does not pay for prescriptions,
and I know every one in tyre room kilows that. Ilealth insuraneepolicies,
poli4es close out at the age of 65. My policy closed out.'at age 65. I
never thought of it when I tqak it out when I tuns ab(Cut 2:3 years old.
When I reached the age of 65 they saki-no more, you are not covered
any more. I never gave it a thought. I think there are many people in
the room, and many people in the country, in the same predicament.

Then they tell me, too, that the upkeep of their homes, they cannot
paint their hcmes, they cannot do any wallpapering, can't keep up. the
maintenance. That is one of the reasons, too, they have got to go out
and find a job. - st.

Some of them say, "I could work 40 hours a week." A man came in
about 3 or 4 months ago. I believe I told one of the gentlemen that
is here that he was 84 years old and just as spry as anyone here. He
s s 84 and he wanted a job, needed a job, had to work. And believe
me, I think he could work.

I would say this, too, that many people are too proud to say that
they have to go back to work, and I think that is probably some of
our problems. They don't want to go on welfare. They want a job
and they want to work. I say in. one case I had, one gentleman who
was.68 years old and his wife was 61, and I can remember this very,
very distinctly. She had an operation and he didn't have any pension
and he had used up.all his,money to pay her doctor's bills. They used
up all the savings. His social security didn't pay enough of that and
that was one of the reasons he came in and w_anted a job, and needed
a job: He.said, "I can d6 anything."

Now there are many people that come into our office and say that,
"I can do anything." Well, of course, we tell them politely, anything

1/4
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. is not a job. They have to tell us what they can do best. So we try
to explain to them. Many of them, in their past history, problibly
have not made out an application like I haye in over 30 years, so we
have toit down with them and show them, how for our record.

I would like to say this, too, that many of the senior older citizens
that we have.placed on jobs that have been draftsmen, engineers, a
lot of the companies will place them and will want them for the simple
reason they have had the experience, not because we haie some
younger fellows standing beside me, but_they have the experience,
and they wont"l want them over a younger person that is .in that
category: .

Now draftsmen and engineers are two of4 the largest. I believe in
my category we have found that we have placed them on jobs. To me,
cl think a senior citizen can do just as well as any other person that is
not up to their age.snot

Chiles, I want to thank you for letting me come on this
panel today. If there are any questions, I would be glad to 'answer
them.

Senator Cmins. Joe, could you give me some numbers. What would
you say would be the average number of calls that you or your office
would eek a week from people that are senior citizens who are seeking
employment; give us some way of determining what the need is out
there. What is the delay?

Mr. GILARDE. Our assistant director is here in the room.
Last month, we placed 87 and we had 3 days, of course, that we

didn't work during the month of June. We placed 87. We found 87
jobs.

Senator CHILES. For senior citizens?
Mr. GILARDE.. For senior citizens.
Senator, CHILES. Haw Many requests would you say you had?
Mr. GILARDE. Well, I. would say probably over 100 maybe: I would

say this too. There are some that once they come in and we find a
job 'for their, they feel as though they cannot do it. There are some
that way.

Senator "CHILES. Well, wlikt are the obstacles-that you run intd in
trying to find jobs for people and trying te place peoplt?

Mr. GILARDE. Well, sometimes we will ask them, does the age
barrier make a difference, and some will say no. However, when viedo
send out an older person,"they will come back and say, "We didn't
get the job." It all depends on., where they go. They say_they have.
already hired a :person.. We will make a call before this particular
person goes out on the job. We will say, "We are sending out Joe
Brown; he is coming now for an in4trview." He will come back and'
say, "They didn'tiure.me; they already placed sonatf6ody," Of course,
We cannot do anything about that. It is up to their own personal self;
they have to go out and sell themselves. At our age we had to sell
'ourselves, and we still have t4:21,t our age, to get this particular job
that we are trying to, get.

Senatop.CHILES. You said yon,' placed 87. That sounds like,a pretty'
good number, especially if you thought you had just over som,100 or
so applicants for jobs. What has been your experience with,the people
that you have actually placed,? Do they tend to work out or are they
there just far a week andthen they are gone?

-1
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Mr. GILARDE. No, I say 98 percent of their worked out, Senator.
Senator CHILES. What have you heard bait, from the con'ipanies

, where you placed someone? e . .
Mr. GILARDE. I forgot to mention this, what I*lo, and I think okir .

other girls in the office do, too. . ,t
.

Senator CHILES. You follow up? ,

Mr. GILARDE. I certainly do, and we follow back up on how Joe
Brown is doing. Very good., Sometimes they will say, "Well, he is not
as fast," or "He A doing real, real good. He is experienced, and that is

r the kind of man or the kind of woman we wanted." We have an glee- 4 .
tronic park up in Fern Park'and they don't care how old they are, if
they have experience. If they are experienced, we c9- place them. They
have to tell us what they do best, and once they tell us, we can place
them. If they don't tell us the truth to begin with, once they go out\--.they are on their own. ` .

Senato CHILES. Are you ever able to get any training, to help older
people g t training where they need some training, in order to be able
to cha e careers or to change jobs? ..

Mr. nAanr. You mean if they were to get another type job?
Senator CHILES. Yes, sir.
Mr. GILARDE. I had an instance at one of the new condominiums

here, in Orlando. They wanted a secretary/bookkeeper, and this partic-
ular man that was in charge said, "If this particular person you send
over does not understand the bookkeeping 100 percent; we will train
him." That was just the other day.

a Senator CHILES. Give me some idea of the type of jobs, priinarily,
that you are placing people in. You mentioned the draftsmanship.
Give me'some other types of categories that you place people in.

Mr. GILARDE. Driver, receptionist, secretaries, salesmen, . sales-
people. We have a lot of salespeople that are needed in this area and
'hotel people, maids, companions.

Senator CHILES. So it is pretty wide range. ,

Mr. GILARDE. Yes; it certainly is. We had a lot of calls fdr live-ins,
people that aieed pebple t live in. Older people want an' oldef person
to, live in -ith them. ffice

_ that trace mire of thlir e have lots of those. We have a variety of
jobs and that is not just one or two. We have a variety of j. hs. We
have two of the colleg4 that send us jobs.'The-Valentia College and
the University,of Central Florida send me two listings every week.
I posted them on the board and everyone that comes in that I think
would be interested, I take them to the board and sholi' them that.
T ,we havd some of the motels and hotels that want maids, house-
kee bookkeepers, or desk clerks, such.things as that.. ,

Senator CHILES. And they will hire senior citizens?
Mr. GILARDE. That is right. You know, we never know. They even

had one; they wanted a furrier; that is, one that makes up an animal,
and that was an odd job I had.'I forget what the name of it was, but
it LS quite interesting.

Senator CHILES. Did you find one? Did y9 u fill that?
Mr. GILARDE. No; I could not find one fe that.
What I usually do is call back and, say I could not find a person.

It is best to call back an-I say I can.
Mrs..JENKINB. Ma I ask a question?
Senator CHIL S. .
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Mrs. JENKINS. How nrany,,jobs end what -tykes of jobs are avail-

able? What do they pay them? A lot of times people want seniors,
bu they don't went to.pey, you. .,

Mr. GILARDE. The minimum wage is $3.10 in Florida.'t Mrs. JENKINS. What about the stenographer?
,

./ '
. Mr. ,GILAR6E. No; not a. stenographer. They work 5 days a week,

3 days a week. - . .

Mrs. JENKINS. It is for, domestic, perhaps, or a regular person,
$3.10 an hour for so many employees. 4 really have not heard and I
want to know about your place. I had not lrertrd the nice things that
yini are saying about job opportunities. For a long whil, I was with
the Information Referral Center here in Orlando since I retired. We -
had cars for jobs and we have coiled around most of the emploYment
places a Senior center where you were,. supposed to give jobs to
senior citizens, and also the other _office was central, but they never

... had anything available when I would 'call, seil just wonder how all
these jobs jumped up.

..e-Mr. GILARDE. We are more or Less a satelliteNemployment agency
of Winter Park. We get the.film from Tallahassee. Pine Hill and Pine
Castle have: the same. We-have people that call us now that they
know what we are doing. I never knew we had the jobs until-I went
there. Word of mouth is important.

Senator CHILES. Hopefully, from this meeting there will be more of
a word o t, end we hope you will spread it, and other people.

We hive today Charlie% Carroll and Charlie Peers both of AARI.
Charlie Per is from Orlando. I wonder if they gill just stand up a
Qinute. The were here. Both of `these gentlemen have been 'finding

i jobs for a good long time for seniors, too. I believe this is a program
that AARP has sponsored, and we are delighted with the good work
that they do in this area also.

I thank you all very much for your testimon ay. I think it is
very helpful to us.

Mr.' GILARDE. Thaniyou,
Senator CHILES. We will go now to our panel No. 1: George

Tschudi, who is a persomiel, manager with Grumman Aerospace
Corp.; Jeffery,r. Solomon, associate director of the Miami Jewish
Home,and Hospititl,. fiir" the Aged; and Dorothy Sates, director of the

, Dou las Gardeds Ambidatory Health Center in Miami.
We will take }list a minute as we are satin his panel up.
[Whereupon, a short recess was taken.I s..

Senator! ct11LES. We are- going to st h George Tschudi, who
is the personnel manager of Grumman rospace Corp. We ask you

i to lead off and tell us something about your company and its policies
in regard tololder workers. ,

STATEMENT OF GEORGE R TSCHUDI, PERSONNEL MANAGER,
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP., STUART, FLA. .

.. ,

Mr. Tacnum Thank you, Senator Chiles.
Ladies and gentlemen, Grumman Aerospace Corp. isThn aerospace,

manufacturer with its principal facilities 1pcated at Bethpage, Long
Island, N.Y., employing approximately 207.000 people.' The- company
has several smaller manufacturing facilities located in Maryland,
Georgia, and Florida. The lar est of these is the Stuart, Fla., facility,
Naere900 people are emplo

,67-888 0.- - 3
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For a number of years, we have been concerned with the subtle dis-
crimination that has been waged against theltggest of the so-called
minority (rroups, the middle-aged and older worker bet, ji,,6en the Ages,
of 40 and 70. In 1977, our corporate director of personnel had given
testimony to the U.S. Senate Labor Subcommittee and to the House
of Representatives Select Committee on Aging, Subcommittee on
Retirement Income and Employment, pertaining to the Age Discrim-
ination Employment Act and his recommended revision thereto. It is
something that we had all been concerned about. .

With this concept of affirmative action, a concept that went beyond
1P the negativism of antidiscrimination leffislatio came the beginning

of a positive approach to the problem of scrimination. Initially
directed toward minorities and in later *.extended to include
women, handicapped, and veterans, tremendous strides have been. made by these groups across the broad EEO-1 job categories.

While the job of affirmative action has not been completed for theser groups, significant progress has been made in recent years. Compared
to the effective legislation pertaining to these groups, the Age Dis-
crimikation Employment Act of 1967 has been somewhat inadequate
in protecting the needs of the middle-aged and older worker. Its
impact on industry has been minimal. The problems of the middle-aged
worker can be resolved by industry on a voluntary basis by\estab-I lishing some of the following programs:

1

Following a commitment from tok5nnagement, ;promulgate a
positive policy_ insuring a fair shake for employees between the ages
of 40 and 70.

Make the policy statempt known to all employees and mandate ittOthat the subject ))e a -papt of all supervisory deveropment trainingprograms in the company. '
Review all company personnel policies, practices, and benefits to

determine if there are built-in prejudices not consistent with fair'
treatment. At a minimum, the review should include hiring, promo-

, tion, and upgrading, career counseling, performance appraisal and
training, compensation, terminations, retirement, pension, long-term
disability, life insurance and other benefit programs, and recreational
and social programs.

, ,, .
Basecl on the minimal available demographic data provided by the

Department of Labor, perform a work force com osition utilization

41 Earnings eport, April 1979,
analysis. Attached is sample woik force. analysis, y age-1979. The
Department of Labor Employment an
chart A-4, Page 24, indicates that 40 percent of the national work
force is age 40 and overt 31 percqnt of the work force is age 45 and over..
Although the Age DisCrimination in EniplOymerk Act provides protec-
tion for employees between the i res of 40 and 70, most of the
culties for employees occur at ag 5. The work force analysis of t
company should be done both for age'40 and older ,and,45 and older.

.
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PERCENT Of TOTAL COMPANY POPULATION

All Athan 400
Age 40

and older

Officials ind managers
Professionals

s
13. 59
34. 18

2. 05
10. 06

11.54
24. 12

Technicians. 9.08 2.93 6. 15
Office clerical 9.57 4.23 5.34
Crafttworkers . 18 73. 6.96 11.77
Operatives,. 11. 38 4.58 -6. 80
Laborers .......w .59 . 3 28.
Service workers .. ^-`-- 2.88 .87 2. 014%,

Total : , 100 31.99 68.01

PERCENT OF COMPANY EMPLOYEES 40 OR OLDER, BY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, OFFICE OF FEDERAL CONTRACT

COMPLIANCE CATEGORY (JANUARY 1979)

Total age 40 or Percent of
Category Total at company more category, total

Expected number
of national ever-
age (45 percent)

Percent above
or below na
tional average

Officials and managers .....
Professionals.
Tech nide ns ...... -...
Office and clerical
Craftsworken
Operatives
Laborers
Service workers.

2, 864 2,279 84.91
6, 750 4,764 70.58
I, 794' I, 215 67.73
1,891 1,055 55.79
3, 700 2, 325 62.84
2, 247 I, 343 59.77

117 55 47. 01
569 397 69.77

I, 208
3.037

' a 807
851

1,665
I, 011

53
256

+40
+26
+23
+11
+18
+15
+2

+25

Total 19, 752 13, 433 68 8, 888

PERCENT OF COMPANY EMPLOYEES 45 OR OLDER BY EEO-1 CATEGORIES'

1973 1975 , 1977 1979

Officials and managers 54 +7 61 +2 63- +4 67
Professionals 44 +7 51 ' +3 54 +2 56
Technicians '19 +3 52 . +1 53 +2 55
Office and clerical 55 -4 51 51 -3 48
Craftsworken (skilled) 55 -4 51 4.1 53 (7 51
Operatives (semiskilled) # 60 -9 51 +3 54

-Q)
53

-7--
Uborers(uriskilled)
Servici worktrs

55 -18
71 -6

37 +1
fi5 -2

38 .
63 -2

38
61

Total 52.5 -0. 5 52 +3 55 +1 56

National work force: 31 percent 'are 45 yr of age or older.
2 No change.

Smirce: Department of Labor Employment and Earnings (Apra 1979).

`GUIDELINES FOR ANALYSIS OF OLDER WORK IN COMPANY WO K FORCE

Work force composition: Utilization'palysis.
Hiring: Policies and practices, statistical analysis and compierison, j b redesign.
Terminations: Analysis of laYolles, discharges,_ and so forth.
Training programs: After hours courses, retraining programs, supervisory and

professional developmenC
Promotions and transfers: Upgradings, promotion to supervisory positions,

promotion within supervisory positions, transfer to increased ,responsibilities.
RecreafiSn and social programs. $Hotriemtnt policies.

.
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, The company's percent of total employees. should Ile measured
against the national work force .availability. In addition, the same
analysis should be done by the EEO-1 job categories. If underutili-
zation is significant in any category, a further analysis should be
performed to dqtermine if one or more major 'departments within
the company is the cause Of the underutilization. A sampling of par-
ticular skills within the company should be subjected to the same'
utilization analysis. Trends from yea to year should also be analyzed.

The analysis should be done annually for new sires, terminations
proinotions, training, raises, recreational programs, and so forth, to
complete the task.

Special attention should be paid to an analysis of layoffs and dis-
Charges by age, after-hours- training programs, supervisay and pro-
fessional tlevelopment programs, promotions into supervisory posi-
tions and within levels of supervisory positious.

In most middle to large size companies, most of the data required
to do the utilization'analysis.is contained within the computer; con-
sequently, the analysis is relatively simple and is neither partigul
expensive nor time-consuming, especially after the initial program is
designed. .

Finally,-industry can insure that th p \oper mechanism is set up
within'the 'company to insure that a y employee with an allegation
of age discrimination can have his cas reviewed objectively and that
a fair solution is provided.

We feel that industry mast co ider setting up a voluntary
program within companies before a .mandated program is imposed
upon them. Each company, at minimum, must, with a commitment
from top management, provide all employees with a written policy
pertaining to the older worker. A thorough review of all personnel
policies should be made. .A work force utilization analysis is the most
practical way for a compAny to insure that discrimination is not taking
place within the organilation. Finally, a mechanism for review of
compliakts of discrimination should be set up to insure the resolution'
of employee problems.

On the subject of retired employees, we have also found that it is a
very useful practice to employ retired employees, not only retired from
our owtoiompany, but employees who have been retired from other
companies, particularly in Florida, where there is a large number of
them that have come to learn that they do not, survive on their present
income, who find it necessary to go back into the work force. We find
it a little -bit easier to maintain contact with our own retirees because
we haye company sponsored retiree clubs throughout the State, or hi
fact everywhere where the:Company has business, but particularly in
Florida we have something like three or four of these clubs.

Each time we have a need for specific skills, the club presidents are
advised and they advertise and bring us to the people's attention at
the various club functions, and that way we keep a pretty good skill
inventory of who is available, who is interested. Our Diggest, problem
is trying to get more of_ them to try to come back into the work force,
particularly those first.2 or 3 years they are retired.

That essentially concludes my stattlnent.
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Senator CHILES. So then you,actively and aggressively seek to rehire .

retired employees, especially when you are looking -for specific skills?
Mr. TSCHUDI. That is correct.
Senator CHILES. We have heard so long that w en people reach 65

prthey become accident prone, that the incidents of ccidents are .going
to be much higher, and therefore your insurance pre iums are going to
be higher, and you cannot afford.to take the risks,

40' Mr. TSCHUDI. We have not had any of those experiences at all,
Senator.

Senator CHILES. Those have not just proved out?
Mr. TSCHUDI. Yes. You probably have to go into the age group or

90 and higher before you realize that kind of statistic.
Senator CHILES. I hear people disagreeing with that in the audience.
What about some of the other myths that we have had, and that

really almost became truisms, because they were repeated so often?
What about,the myth that absenteeisin would grow markedly and
that older workers would be more prone,to being sick or ill?

61V1r. TSCHUDI. Our retired employee that comes back to work has
consistently a better attendance record than our regular employees.

Senator CHILES. The other thing that we have heard is that their
productivity makes a marked dropand that thdir ability to retain
information or knowledge, or to learn anything new is affeeted.'WhAt
about that? Is it true that you cannot teach an old dog ew tricks?

Mr. TSCHUDI. That is absolutely` incorrect. We have ha training.
sessions where we have put retired people into new are because
we didn't have exactly what they had done before availa, e at the

'time. It -required a little bit of training. Some of these pe le have
done as well or better than some of the people who were younger
and being trained for that same task.

Senator CHILES. So what Grumman has really found out, in ddition
to wanting to be,a good citizen, it has been good corporate Manage-
ment, and it has been helpful on the bottom linne,to rsitain em 'loyees
for a longer period of time and to rehire retired emploYees.

Mr. TSCHUDI. That is, correct; yes, sir.
Senator CHILES. Well, that is very ,useful and helpful info ation.
Let me ask you this. What Grumman's experience has been ems

to be the sate experience that Polaroid has' had, Atlantic Ri hfield
has had, and IBM has had, and to date all of the companies the t we
have been able to talk to that; -have had this kind of policy. H w do
we get that word out to all of the other corporate brothers and corn -
panes that sire still afraid of the new law which says that you c nnot
mandatorily retire'people at 65? How do we tell thena that t s is
not something that they should be frighteqed about; that t s
something that is good business to extend thbir work force e?

Mr. TSCHUDI. I think it is something that just has o ved. As
goes on ,and becomes mandatory; age 70- ret = a ent becomes s me-
thing that, they become more familia wits d have mere experi nee
with and people come to realize t it is not a problem. of I the
company.

Senator enmEs. Giv-e me some idea of some afthe skills, for whichL
Grumman is using people above 65. I mean, a you using them m
some of your higly skilled areas?

,
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Mr. Tsertunr. Almost all, A large percentage of them are engineer-
ing types, We have several in the machine shop, skilled craftsmen
that are very difficult to come by. We have right now two in particular
that' are retired and have come off retirement and have come back
to work, one on a full-time basis and one on a part -ti 4e basis. By
part timer-I...don't mean justta couple of hours a day elr a couple of
days a week. H6 wants to work for only 3 months. ,

Senator CHILES. Has Grumman tried to accommodate and provide
flexible part-time work? Have you felt that that has. been helpful
to You?

Mr. Tsentror. We have not at the prestit line dope anything:
less than 8 hours a*day. .

Senator CtirtE4. I see. . I
4

, q - , ., ,
Mr. TSCHUDI. We are discussifig it.' We may -find that it will be to

our advantage to do that:-It will open the door to addRiopal people
at the present time Avho are not interested because they will not worlc.
8 hours a day. . .

SenatorVI-111.Es. It is interesting, because many of the other cpr-
porations have told us that they have done that, and it has worked out
very much to their advantage. They found people that want to Nvork
5 hours a day, and they are finding that the work they aregotting out
of that 5 hours is basically what they get out of an 8-hou1 day, °so it .
has worked to their advantage to have a flexible work schedule. ..

Mr. TSCHUDI. We are reviewing it. it.
Senator CHAES. We thafik you very much for your testimony, It

is very interting. It follows what we hare heard from these other
corporations. So you are employing Florida citizens,that are retired, 4;
in Sttiart and at your plants, where they have the skills that you are, 4; '
looking for? . ,

TSCHUDI. That is correct.
Senator CHILES. How do you get around some of the problems you-

have in regard to your own pension? These people are already receiving
their pension; they probably don't want to give that up.eKs I under-7-.
stand it, you can't get both a pension anda paycheck at the sane time.

Mr. TSCHUDI. In most cases the people that we bring back, we bring
back under the job shop setup, whereby they are actually_employees
of some other company, being paid by the other compafty but pep-
forming.work for us at our facility.

Senator CHILES. What you. are saying is yott enter into a contrail
with another company to furnish eertain employees, and that is CV
Avay that you get around the problem of pensions

Mr. Tscritrot. That is right. They still get their Grumman pension
on a refit Ar basis and they are, of course, free agents to go to work
for tiny o er company they want. This is a job shop that provides a ,
service.

Senator ILEg.% Dr. Solomon, associate director of tine. Miami'
Jewish Home and Hospial for the Ag Douglas Gardens. I have
had a chance to visit'your facility and now that it is one of the fifilest
homes that is in the area. Telkme What your experience has beer4 if
you will. -

DOrothy, we will have you erhimesin on this, too.
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STATEMENT OF JEFFREY R. SOLOMON, PH. D., MIAMI', FLA., ASSO-

CIATE DIRECTOR, MIAMI JEWISH HOME AND HOSPITAL FOR
THE AGED AT DOUGLAS GARDENS -

rl Dr. SOLOMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 7
Normally, we begin with a nice esoteric literature review and bore

you to tears, but rthink we can dispense with that and talk specifically
about our experience in employing older persons, as well as the ad-
ministration of title V of the Older Americans Act. -

As you know*" paoved from being a nursing home hospital to being
a community care gating providing services to 13,000 people in Miami
Beach through day care centers, mental health centers, a health center,
and a variety of other projects. Presently, we have a staff of
persons and over 200 volunteers with an annual budget of $10 ntillion.

We have found some common threads in the delivery of dur services,
which made us rethink the way we delver them. The first thread was,

o no matter how we evaluated many
delver

the older people we were see-
many of them wanted to work, mostly on a pa' -time basis. I

will get back to this in a -moment.
The second thread was, in treating the impairod elder, a popula-

tion that is at risk, the most4ommon diagnosis is depressive neurosis.
There is a typical pattern -hi that diagnosis, and that is that as a
prerequisite ofit is a feeling of loss. A high proportion of the persons
that were experiencing the sense of loss that emerged was the loss
of a work-derived income and loss of self- esteem' in the work role and
the change in role from worker to retiree.

Now this clearly is in a minority of persons. The majority of eldecl
function well. They. happen to'be retired. They don't need the mist=
ance of mental health agencies. But for a significant number of people,
the resulting poverty and inability to, obtain supplemental income
have blended into a factor that created the kinds or disease' that we
would see. Unfortunately, the highest rate of suicide in this country

pis in Miami Beach, and it is, one t4iat we have to be very concerned
with. We responded to it in someintere,sting ways in our community
mental health center. We placed a vocational rehabilitation counselor
in the center to get people back into the-work force.

We Aso. are doing a great deal of sexual counseling with elderly.
men, and we finekthat sexual problems have -a high rate of correlation
between the loss of work and, the emergence of sexual problems. In
looking at these issues, our first attempt at developing an ecological
kind of approach in_programgle,s*n was to obtain a small CETA
grant to train what are calledfreality brientation4chniques. These
are orientation services for confused older persons. The only different
thing about or application is we said we would hire' only people
over the age of 55, which CETA was surprised to see.

kssince that program started. It was a 1 -yearIt is 4 yea
I am please to say that of the five people in the program, three

;-year program.

continue to be i11 our employ as regular salaried staff members.
Whether through the retention of a valued employee who gr

older or hiring an older worker, we find that with minimal ada
Lion, it is both to. our benefit as an employer as well as to the benefit
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of the employee. What are some of these minor modifications that
we make? Let me give you a couple of examples.

A nurse's aide for example, who was with ti5. for 12 years; was
having increasing difficulty with the physical rigors of caring for the
patients, turning them, bathing them. She had cataracts and her
vision was not, what it once was. Yet she was a valued employee.
She rotas a role model to youoger employees. She had a terrific atti-
tude. We offered her a different position in one of the day care centers
where the physical rigors were less.

Similarly, with another such nurse's aide, we took a position in the
Medical records department which is much moressedentary. The first
thing we try to do is maintain flexibility to move elderly.employees
to jobs that they are more suitable for so'-fat-we don't need to loSethem.

The second factor relates to productivityz The .work ethic as we
once knew it, I think, is undergoing radical change. This is not the
case when we take a 'look at the mind-sets of the 04r worker. You
have, already talked about the rate of attendance an 1 punctuality.
There is another important factor. The work ethic is perhaps one that
has not changed within the older worker: The work ethic-is still there
and the productivity ,yon talked about we are finding to be.very true.

Servitor CHILES. I ou mean that pride of wanting to' do It day's
work for a day's wages.

Dr. SOLOMON. Yes; Ilbsolutely, and not lobkng at the clock, and if
you miss a coffee break, it is not the greatest tragedy in the world.
There is a sense of Azomplishment.

In 1976 the Stare of Florida established tie community tare
demonstratiiniprojects. We were one of them 3 yeafs.ago. We chose
to take a 65-year-old nursing supervisor and make her director of the
center. She is now 68 and she turned that center into something that

has become a model for the State, and it is because she has as much
energy as she has that this is happening. She .would be here today-
but, this is no joke, she has tirtake care of her mother who', unfor-
tunately, is ill.

In terms of some specific kinds of rec.ommendations,,we have been
having community forums in preparation for the White House Con-
ferexice on Aging. There are two interesting factors that have oc-
curred.. The first is tbdt part-time employment comes out as alieeti
every time group pl elderly people get together to discuss the i,Tues.
There are some specific recommendations that have been Made, in-
cluding the establishment of a 'central registry, the creation of Federal
job placement offices exclusively for areas of large elderly populations,
and the provision of more inforrhation about volunteer programs with

. the possible piiyment of incidental expenses.4 Clearly, there has beein a greatdeal of discrimination, as was pointed
out in the Civil. Rights Commission report in 1967. Programs such
as title V of the Older Americans Act serve as models in.recognizing
the role transition in old age because they do recognize that many
elderly persons can use retraining and would prefer part-time positions.

We have been, administering sonic 35 title V slots in conjunction
with the State of Florida and the Association of Retired
Persons, and I would just like to stop a moment and commend
Charles-Carroll and Bill May, foot has been a major task. There are
some flaws in the title V program design around the elderly person.
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First is the income of the person which establishes a valid vrierity,
but there are many people whose inc9mes are slightly over that who
could also benefit from title V.

The second is the reality of today's economy, and unless we recog-
nize unemployment" in general, as well as the cutbacks specifitally in
the human services funding we are perhaps creating unfulfilling
expectations for.the title V project in terms of ultimate job placement.

Finally, we need to recognize the reality that manyvolder persons
'would prefer part-time employment to full-time employment, and
there are necessary adaptations that need to be made within industry
before that can happen. .

If just want to close by telling something that happened yesterday
morning. It is so typical of what we don't think about when we think
about older people. We have a large campus, as you know, Mr.
Chairman. I was, walking through it and saw a man waiting for our
local train transportation system, a man 87 years old and who has
Lou Gehrig's disease, very ill and in a wheelchair. 1 am afraid he is
going to die sometime this year. He is terminally'ill, but he has a
certain attitude that, is marvelous. I stopped and we chatted for a
moment. He wild', "You know, you better go on because 1 really don't

, have the time to tal ta' you." He spends all his days in arts and craftsay
hooking rugs. H id; "I have to get to work. I have to get to work'
on time and it i what keeps me going." I think that is prObably what
it is all about for many old persons. 4Senator, CHILES. Thank you. Your prepared statement will be
entered into the record at this point. ,

.,

[The prepared statement of Dr. Salomon follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JEFFREY R. SOLOMON
.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, first, let me take this opportunity
to thank you for the opportunity to testify before you on a subject of great im-
portance in both the economic and human service sphetes of our Nation. that of
work.for the older adult. Mr. Chairman, I bring greetings from members of our
board of directors, who are most appreciative of the efforts of your committee
irr behalf of the aged in a variety of important areas impacting upon the quality

° of life of the older citizen. Accompanying me today is Dorothy Bates, director
of the 'Douglai Gardens Ambulatory Health Center. I would like 0 reserve a
moment for a more complete introduction of Mrs. Bates later in the testimony.

In consultations with committee staff, I was made aware of some of the previous
testirn,ony heard on the subject. Consequently, our testimony will dispense withan
esotenb review of the literature and the current state of the Art in research on the
older worker Testimony will be limited to some of tile experiences of the-Miami
Jewish !dome and Hospital for the Aged astin employer of older persons, as well as
irsite under title V of the Older Americans Act. ---4

Over the past several years, the Miami Jewish.Home and Hospital for the Aged,
has made a transition from providing quality long -term care for residehts in its
faciikty to becoming a comprehensive care system with services to 376 persons in
the nursing home-hospital setting and some 14,000 persons in the community'
through the operation of two day care centers, a community invite' health center
serving all ages in Miami Beach, an outpatient geriatric mental health center in
Miami, an ambulatory health center, an Administration on Agingfunded model
project called SWAT (services workers action team) which delivers comprehensive
health and social services to an at-risk population in high density retiremegt
housing, and a variety of research trainirfg, and planriing projects. Six hundrd
staff members and. over two hundred volunteers deliver these services within the .context of an annual budget of almost $10 million.

...
There are several points based on our experience over tie past years that,would

lo,e of interest to your committee. ,

In delivering these services, we have found a common thread with regard fo a A
( significant interest in ongoing employment by a large number of older persons. This. .

ismossI
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is identified in several ways. In programs like SWAT project which is May out-
reach and does define a population geographically, participants w ould express their
desire for vocational experience either_ through the formal needs assessment tool
Or through discussions with SWAT team members. In our mental health settings,
we would see a population which is at rtk. one in which there were serious mani-
festations of emotional difficulty. A typical pattern emerged among the mo51
common diagnostic category, that of deprestsion. One should note that a pre-
requisite of a depressive state is a sense of loss. Fur a high proportion of impaired
older py-sons, a major euntributant to the sense of loss that emerged.w as the loss
of work- derived inertme and the loss of self-esteem in tht role change fruiir worker
to retiree. It is important to note that most older persons function well in retire-
ment, do not need the assistance of health agencies, and generally have a
strong sensoof -atisf action Howe% er, for a significant number, the combination
of forced work stoppage, resulting poverty, and inability to obtain supplemental
employment srnergistically blend into causal factors for distrs, and in some
cases, disability

It. was looking at these issues, along with the vast resources .that the elderly
worker represents in our community, that we attonipted to develop an.ecological
approach in program design for the older pc Nun, We recoxed a very small CETA
grant to train reality orientation technicians, Realo orientation is a program by
which a trained paraprofessional works with brain unpaired older persons to at-
tempt to maintain communication and memory patterns within that disabelity.
There was one unusual component to our CETA application. We Committed our-
selves to hiring trainees who were (Jeer the age of 55. I am pleased to report that
the program proved to be most successful. The five trainees provided a valuable
community service, while at the same time obtaining' new skills_as mental health
peer counsellors. Today, 4 years later, three of the five remain in our employ as
regular salaried staff members.

Whether through the retention-61'a wailed employ ee w who grow, older or luring
an older worker, we have found that with only minimal eewheptatotn, a successful
employment relationship can is, maintained to the benefit of loth employer and
employee. What are .onns of these moddication.9- Let sae give two examples. Mrs.
C. was ienurse's till' nursing home coiniamt nt of Douglas Gardens fur some
12,year, in tier 00'., was having increa'seg'iliffieulty with thw physical rigors of
lifting and turning patient, for bathing, treatments, etc. She al.() was deve opipg
cataracts, ,,iffeeting her vnual capacity. Yet, *.he was-a valued employ e whose
attentlance.and punctuality record were most commendable, whose attit de was
positive, anti vv ho sery d a, a role model to younger i'onplto es:, within her unit.
By taking the first opportunity to offer her a program aide's position in one of
our.day care center-, we salvaged what appeared to be a mutually di.tres,ing end
to a long -lauding t mploy tat nt relationship. In a similar situateisi, as .phy sical
difficulties. became 11111114,66g, another nursing assistant offered and accepted
.a position as a medial accord aide w hitli i, &more sedentary rule. Here again, the
employe flexibility in r6iclung into its organization fur older worker, )kho wish
to .maintain an actiee employ mum status, .crees both the employ er and tile
'employee interest.

In looking at tier ofkanization, we have numerous examples of older workers
who haetu been hired, promoted, and retained. Whether in the accounting or social
service departments, on 'the SWAT team or in tht mental heal center, our
experience iiith the uldt r work( r is one w hich constantly reinforce, the correctness

,of the policies which lest to these experiences. Attendafice, punctuality, Old
perform:met :ire yawl- tick,, which "stand up well to fitly mezeztlrenients 'imposed
whin looking at the older worker as compared to the, general population.

An additional factor relate, to one of more significance in gefieral, that o'r pro-
ductivity. The-work i One, as we once knew it, is undergoing radical change within
our changing .ocatty. 'However, --we experience that the older worker ha, not
internalized these work (Alm chie'nZs and his/her productivity appears as high as
it has ever hecii'. To a significant degree the institutional mind-sets inust be revised
in, order to take adx aaage of the motivated older worker. For example, in her
midsgo's, a valet .1 employee had no plans to retire. It was a one at which we w ere
beginning the Community Care Adult Day Center, a medically' oriented day care
program which is serxing a, a model within Florida's community care system.
This employee, a gursing supervisor fur 11 years, seemed ideal in directing a
program which is alined at ening people out of nursing homes. Her experience
in, working watt nursing but resident, essrld well sere in keepingipeople out of
institutional settings. Toda al the ge of 68, she has demonstrated 3 years of
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`..slfoutstanding performance as director of this day center. -We look forward to the
continuation of her outstanding performance for many years to come.

Government response to the older worker could well be im
ry

roved. Certainly,
legislation 'affecting mandatory retirement is a major step fo rd in this field.
Howwi, those factors reported upon by the U.S. Commission o Civil Rights in 'N
their-Qt.discrimination study of 1977 are most disturbing. Age distribution in '
programs milt as CETA, vocational rehabilitation and other manpower training
titles appears to exist.

Programs such as title V of the Older Americans Act, the senior community
service employmeht project, serve as an excellent model in recognizing role transi-
tion and oldige. Many older persons do not wish to continue to work full time.
These programs provide retraining within a part time context. In administering
some 35 title V slots in conjunction with the State of Florida, Program Office on
Aging and Adult Services and one of the national contractors of the Senior Com-
munity Service Employment project, we are cognizant of the program's worth.
They are, however, several inherent flaws within the program design. First, the
income limitatiod, although demonstrating an appropriate priority, serves to
Whit-the eligibility of many persons in need of such training services. Second, the
realities of increasing unemployment in general, cutbacks in human service fund-
ing, and the generally unstable economy result in the probability of unfulfilled
expectations from this kind of program. It i4 important that we maintain a careful
awareness of our expectations in light of macroeconomic conditions.

At this time I would like to introduce Dorothy Bates, who archetypically
represents the subject matter of'these hearings. Mrs. Bates, a registered nurse for
many years, was"the assistant director of nursing of 'Kir inpatient facility. In 1976
she was promoted to the director of nurses position. Two and a half years ago, at
age 59, Mrs. Bates decided that she wished to become a geriatric nurse practitioner.
This requires a year's fulf-time training in one of several specikl programs through-
out the Nation. The University of Miami operates such a program. I recall sitting
with Mrs. Bates while waiting for word about her application to the University of
Miami and discussing with her, and getting informal indications from the univer-
sity, about the sense of institutional ageism that exists within educational settings.
Would the university reject Mrs. Bates because of her age? I am pleased to report
that they diti not. Mrs. Bates successfully completed the program and returned to
the employ of the Miami Jewish Home and Hospital for the Aged. She was ready
for new challenges. As an employer, we were ready to give them to her. Mrs. Bales
is presently the director of the DouglasGardens Ambulatory Health Center, in
which she is responsible for the delivery of primary health services to over 700
aged individuals, through both a nurse practitioner staff and 13 medical specialties..

In closing, I would like to reemphasize the importance of work to the elder
person by sharing a vignette that occurred yesterday morning. In walking through
our campus, I came across one of our residents who suffers from Lou Gehrig's
disease, is most impaired, and does not present a clinically bright future. He was
waiting for our tram to transport him to the occupational therapy, arts and crafts
area, where he spend4 much of his day hooking rugs. We chatted for Ornament
then he said, "You know, -1 would like to continue to talk to you but I got to
get going. You know how it is. I have to get to work. It's what keeps me going."

Thank you. .

Senator CHILES. From the point of view of b, nonprofit employer who
certainly has to be concerned about costs, do you see hiring older
persons as more expensive, or is it less expensive, or is there no differ-
ence? .

D SOLONION: There is no significant difference in terms of expense
per se, where we see it, and one of the things that the age of computers
,has done for us is allow us to get much more involved in management
information systems and knowing what the productivity of our staff is.
What we see is a higher rate of productivity. We are getting more bang
for the buck in Ns hat we are paying with the older person than with the
younger person.

Senator CHILES. So you are getting more productivity?
Dr. SOLOMON. Yes. Another factor, and Mrs. Bates can talk about

this as well, is that in the human services, where we are dealing pri-
marily with the older population, the older employee gets to work
more quickly withthe older client than a younger employee.
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Senator Cuit3.s. Knows how to relate better.
Dr. Sotoma. Yes. Clients say, "You are as young as my grand-daughter," which" is what most younger employees have to workthrough.
Senator CHILES. Mrs. Bates?.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY E. BATES, D TOR, DOUGLAS GARDENS
AMBULATORY HEALTH R, MIAMI, FLA.

Mrs. BATES. I would like tb tell Ybif 11 little bit about myself.SenatoD CHILES. I think that would be very interesting for us.Mrs. BATES. I have been in geriatrics for over 25 years, almost 30years. I really don't know what kept me in it to begin with. It was
pretty depressing with the state of die nursing homes in that area, but Ihave stayed with it and I just love dealing with this age group, and asyou can see from my face, I am reaching there also.

I was the assistant direct& at the Miami Jewish Home and Hospital,
where Dr. Solomon also comes -from, and then I became director of
nursing, but because of the- additional paperwork, and I am sure someof Uncle Sam's representatives today, paperwork and paperwork andpaperwork taking you away from the client, I said I just have to dosomething; I want to get back touching my client more and more. So Iapplied to the University of Miami to take the nurse practitioner
course, and I was the oldest one that had ever applied. Were they alittle hesitant? Yes, I think so. I understand one of the instructors.,
said, "Does she walk slow?" Well, it jiappens I run most of the time.Anyway, I took the same test a0veryone else, and took the samecourse. I probably felt much less frustrated each dayin class than theyounger students did. Then I went back to the Miami Jewish Home
after finishing there and worked with the Nurse Training Act.
We have the grant from the Government to teachin nursing homes,
and having been in nursing homes for over 25 years, I feel very closeto that topic.. . ,

Then I briefly set up the SWAT team that we also haVe, which goesput to the community to take care of the elderly, and later was askedto take the coordinating position at our outpatient department. Iwould like to state that my salary was just fine in the former positionwith SWAT, as far as I was concerned., and I really wa-nted to staywith SWAT, and therefore I gave them a rather hard bargain for myacceptance of this position, nd I 'stayed at a certain salary but I gotit. -So when you talk abo rying to get the older worker more rea-sonably, that is not ve true in my case.
I think what happens when the perso s reaches retirement, the-children unfortunately make it appear li "OK, you're finished, -now I expect you to be dependent.' , e have got to teach the elderly,

number one; we have got to teach the children, also. Num'ber one, yourdoctor dyes not take care of you, you take care of yourself, This
generation that we call elderly now have dealt with physicians4over
the years where the physician would say, "Call me, come to me, cometo me." We have to get over that. We have to teach people how to.take care of themselves.

My,- clients the outpatient department, all that is required ofthem for entrance into our program is a medicare card, but I could
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truthfully say almost 99 percent are over 65. Our average age group
in that area is about 77 or 78.' Females are about at the rate of 3 to 1
to males, but we also have a .lot of 90 year olds. We do have some of
our clients -that are working in the outside, communities.

I would like to add that that outside working client, that client
that goes to a volunteer job or be it a paying job, they have quite a
lot of different attitudes about their health. They don't have the
problems. The physical problems they do have d9 not seem as para-
mount as with our other clients who don't have anything to do.

Would anyone like to ask me anrquestions?
Senator CHILES. I wonder if therCis some relationship. You were

mentioning that 3 to 1 ratio of females above the males. I wonderif there could be some relationship between the fact that again you
were talking about a genpration basically in which the males were
the breadwinners at the time those males retired, and many of them
found that was every permanent Retirement. They retired and went
upstairs because they didn't have anything to do, mere at least a
lot of the women were used to activities, so they didn't have a shock.

,Mrs: BATES. That is true. c
Senator CHILES. As the dodor said; many males have said they

run into this problem.
Mrs. BATES. The elderly person can learn just as well;They are a

little bit slower and that little bit of slowing speed, slower rate, is more
evident when different types of things have to-be done, but for most
jobs, where they know their routine, they do.it extremely well as far
as we are,concerned.

Senator CHILES. You are finding again that, basically, the pro-
ductivity of the elderly workers that you haye under you, they rank
the same with the younger people?

Mrs&BATES. Absolutely.
Sena* CHILES. Well, we thank you very much for your informa-

tion thatyou have presented to us, all three of you. You again have
been very helpful to our hearing. We appreciatd your coming up here.
[Applause.]

Now, we will take Mr. Sobel, Mr. Campora, Mr. Islitzer, and Mr.
Wilson, if you will all cold up.

I understand that Mr. Campora has a time problem, as well as Mr.
Islitzer. So we are going to start with r. Campora and then Mr.

.

.

STATEMENT OP STEVEN H. CAMPORA, TALLAirABSEE, FLA., AS-
SISTANT SECRETARY, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OP LABOR AND
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

Mr. CAMPORA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to be here and offer testimony. I hope it might be useful for
any future reference.

Basically, I am the assistant secretary of the Flo rtment of
Labor and Emplo .inent Security; and within at ,department is
housed the Florida mployment Services. That is asicallya federally
funded program administered through the State. It is from that basis
that most of my ,remarks comedrom, and it is from that basis and
experience that I would like to make most of pay remarks today.
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I don't think it would be appropriate to go into many statistics,-

, because if this is the third hearing, I am sure that statistics are well
available at this stageof the game. I would rather like to to confine
my remarks to perhaps some of the probleins of employing the elderly,
whether they be misconceptions or whether they be truths, and.perhaps
some suggestions of how, at leaSt in our rathei narrow scope and
sphere, those can be at least partically alleviated.

It has already been mentioned that Florida has the highest per-
centage of persons 65 and over and that by the.turn of the century '
Florida will have the highest population of pergYms 65 and over in
absolute numbers. If we use 60' as an age, 23 percent of Florida in-
individuals are 60 and over. If you want to use 65-as a threshold, then
we are talking about approximately 17.5 percent of 6-ur people who
are elderly.

When we get to the area of-employment, in general figures, about
FL5percent of our people 65 and over are not in the work force. I think,
Mr. Chairman, Senator, that is probably one of. the objectives that
you probably have, to increase that number and decrease that per-
centage so we can get more of our elderly people in the work force.
Undoubtedly, I don't think it takes anyone with a crystal' ball to
see that unless we, as a society and .a country, can do more of that in .
many of our programs, both government .progiams, social security
programs, and pension programs in the p...7vate sector, we are going
to face serious problems. 0

In Florida, at least, I have put together just a .compilation of some
of the problems that have come to me through our employment
services in terms of employing elderly people. First of all, there is
some employer resistance. I think it is basically, true that much of
that resistance is based on.myths. Whether it is myths or not, resis-
tance remains. Hopefully, as we see their productivity and it becomes
documented and evident, some of these myths will be destroyed and
exploded, _

In Florida, it is not only the corporate gidnts we have -to worry
about, Senator. As you well know'', Florida is basically a State of
small employers, so we have to educate everybody,-Lwish all employers
had the attitude, for ekample, that Grumman, Xerox, IBM, and some
of these people have. Some of the jobs t at wek want for our elderly
people will be found with those small e ployers, so we really have
a big education problem on our hands. et

In some cases, I think, .unrealistic e ectations on the part of
individuals occur particularly when they Want to. change areas; they
sometimes want to start too high in some uses, That is certainly a
problem. People who hAve always worked and have not been un-
employed, and in many cases don't know what unemployment com-
pensation is, sometimes have problems in knowing the intricacy
of finding a job. They don't have many skills in ding t job, and
that becomes a problem. They don't Iknow where tc:i'`get assistance,
whtre to go to get help. .

Fars and stereotypes are sometimes a problem. Sometimes there
are elderly. people themselves who sell themselveS short, They them-
selves do .not know the experience that they have and sometimes
they sudOtily get the feeling that these younger people are a better
gen ration, they are'smarter and bigger, and they are always breaking

.
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records. I think the is a myth, and J thi documentation can be
well founded to des roy that myth. Nevertheless, if some people
believe it, it can be a barrier.

The housewife. who has been forced to the labor market with rusty
skills is a problem. Housewives should themselves learn to get skills
so that they can be employed. I don't think the elderly are any differ-
ent than-any other people in that the more skills you have to sell and
that are available, then the more employable .you are. That holds
true regardless of what age you are; that is just a true concept of

,4raining and skills, -

I would like to just qffer quickly, since we don't have much time, a
few possible ideas that might be used aA resources to at least alleviate
the problem. I think it has become evident when we look at the prob-
lem that it is complex; thge is no single panacea that is going to solve
the problem. One thing that might be extremely useful would be to
promote and encourage job-sharing programs. I think that has already
been mentioned.

I am not sure how much job sharing can be forced, particularly in
the private sector in that regard, but somehow we need to encourage
job sharing because that will not only help the elderly when they are

---,the elderly, but it will help people lik housewives who would like to
still devote tine to caring and mainta ing a family and not work full
time but maybe work for perhaps 2 hours a week during the time
'when their children are small. Then when they do become elderly, they
have skills, they have a cgreer, and they are much mere employable
along with helping elderly people.

I am sure if we surveyed the elderly here today, lots of them would
like to work, but maybe not full time. The only way we can do that is
to jnake more jobs available, perhaps on a sharing basis. Take one
full-time job and make two half-time jobs out of it. In some way, shape,
or form, I think we need to encourage that concept.

The other area is what is called a TJTC, or targeted jobs/tax credit
programs. This has been very successful in the shorn time it has been.
Basically, generally, it is akovemment funded prdgram tliat allows
tax credit for hiring certain target groups, but unfortunately the
elderly are not among those targeted groups. I think, Senator, some
aspect of the Senate has looked at the possibility of including the
elderly in that oup, and I think there was a conclusion that it was
too costly, but I don't km* if that has been actuarially figured or not.
I would hope that the Senate would take a good, hard look 4t, at least,
that aspect of this to find out if it is sound, and perhaps in the long
run it might be money well spent to include the elderly as part of that
targeted group of that program.

Then I think on thing that would help *us as a department to help
the elderly is if we A- is ore emphasis on what might be called, for lack
of a better term, the older worker specialist. I think it has been men-
tioned here before that only the elderly know the problems of the
elderly, but it is alsd true that we live in a world of specialists. Wlierr
we talk about labor, or training, or medicine, we live in a world of
specialists, due to the complexity of our society. Consequently, it
would help if we in the employment service, over and alve our base
forMula which comes to us through the U.S. Departmelit of Labor,
had funds available for an older worker specialist.
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Particularly in the urban area, the problem we have is that we are
like a business in many instances, and the Nhole funding for em-
ployment services is based on placeme4t, how many phreements you
can get, and to a certain extent that is We way the Federal dollars
flo* to the Department and to that level, to that bureau in terms
of phieements, how many placements you. get. It is almost like a_
business that is in theusiness of selling. ou know, that is the big
thing.

It is re difficult to iilace elderly workers, and thati can be docu-
mented. metimes there is a human tendency o give other people,
groups of people that are much more easily plan d, more attention
than elde y workers. If you go into some of our offices now ,and _you
ask, "DO you have an older worker specialist?" They will say, `ilres,
but that specialist has many, many other jobs to compound the
issue." . .

I think perhaps if that Ntere,pursued; the fact pf a separate funding
base for an older Worker specialist in all our large employment offices
throughout the country it would be an asset, because then if you have
that specialist there that is a full-time paid speciiiist and probably,

:hopefully, that would be an older person himself, then around that
base could' come such things as CETA grants for people to help
them, and so forth.

One last thing. I think we do have a program which comes to us
through the Government in HRS, which places elderly people,
particular in the public sector, in State government, and perhaps
some add nil funds and some additional emphasis in that area
would be ul.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I want just about 3 minutes
for Deloris E. Maust, A110 is the manager of the local Florida Em-
ployment Servieerin Winter-Park here. I thinkoit would be appro-
priate in terms of a grassroots level, with your permission, if I were
to ive her just 2 or 3- minutes.

Senator CHILES. We would like to hear from her. Mr. Islitier also
has a time problem, so we will IV him on next, and you could leave
if you have, to.

S T A T E M E k T OF DAVID ISLITZER, TALLAHASSEE, F L A. , EDUCA-
TION CONSULTANT, ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION SEC-.
TION, DIVISION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

. .

Mr. ISLITZER. Thank you. I am Dave Islitzer and I work with the
Department of Education in the adult and community education
section, which is in the division of public schools. When the Senator's
staff called and set our office in a tizzy with a question which was,
"What is available in the Department of Education to help retrain

tirees to enter the work force, or what incentives do you have to
ke them in the work force," I flipped over a lot of rocks, sir, and
there is not much going on.

In the Department of Education there are four divisions. I am in
the division of public schools. In the division of public schools there
are just a few areas where adults become involved in our division; ,and
that is mostly in the area of adult education, and that involves high
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school diplomas. We have very few seniors going through.that to get
a high school diploma, and those that go throughove think, are there
mostly to fulfill a lifelong dream rather than to get that kredential to
enter the work force.

1,

So in my own division, there was not much going on. am
here is that I seem to be the only person in the Florida Department of
Education that has something in their job description that centers on
the elderly...Ten percent of my job deals with education for and about
aging. That is it, 10 percht. So the nine other hats that I wear take
pp a good deal of my time.

It did not appear that much was going on in my divisions. I jumped
over to the other three divisions. Understand, I am a fish out of water
in these other three divisions. I will mention what they have.

The division of universities, like most universities, they are in the
bpsines* of providing advanced degree programs to people who are
usually between the ages of 18 and 30. Now it is true, our universities
in this State have gerontology centers, but that mostly revolves around
research for and about Ur elderly.

We have title I progr4s with the Higher Education Act that have
emphasis on problems of the aged, but they produce small demonstra-
tiOn programs, which affect relatively low numbers of persons.

The other division is the division of community colleges. They are
also n the business of providing degree programs, albeit 2-year de-

ees, or a springboard to go on to higher education at the universities.
hey do provide some incentives for senior citizens, and there is a fee

waiyer for those persons who are 60 or older. Also, there is career
plannjng and counseling available at the community college for the
senior citizen. -- .

The only bright note among the four divisions in the department
seems to be in vocational education. Here there are 28 area vocational
centers and nine community colleges that have as part of their responsi-
bility that; gnktithey are also desid as a vocational center. Here I
found out that 10 to 11 percente those persons that are 55 or older
arelet me bask up. Out of the entire enrollment of the vocational
centers, about 10 to 11 percent are persons who are 55 or older. That
is about 46,000 people in this State.

They seem to be the only ones who either are providing something.
that the senior citizen would like to get into or have made efforts to
outreach to get this group involved. Mo;t, of these people are not
-necessarily in credit programs but rather in short-term duration
programs such as real estate or insurance. The thing seems to be there:
Show me what to do. I want to get out to do it. Don't tie me up for
2 or 3 years in a cleg,ree program.

In any of the divisions I mentioned, there does not seem to be very
much'information as to followup to see what success these folks have
had in getting employment once they have g,one through the./ trouble
of getting training, if there is training available at all. So I sit before
you tkind of like David facing Goliath, except I don't really have a
pebbik in my sling. I am swinging around something that is kind of a
hollow shell.

In doing the research to come here, it is clearto me that we need to
be doing something, and although I am a low man on the totem pole,
I am going to go back 843d start asking questions to my superiors to
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find out what can be done. We are in an age of cooperation now; that
is the bigTheme.in the Department of Educationwork cooperatively
with other agencies. It sums to me this would be a golden opportunity .
to provide service that is needed." .

Senator CHILES. I hope you will piss the wo back ,to your top
pebple. that we think this area is tremendously im ant and deserves

lf
Rant

more attention, and there is a whole network of people in service
to the etderly that can tell them where to start.. I he people bemoan'
the fact that we cannot pass tt schoOl bond issue in Florid any more
because all of the old people always vote against it.

You know, if the old people thought that the schools offered some-
thing for them, or that education offered something for them, maybe
that would not be true. I am not sure that it is true even to start with
that that happens, if the school bond issue is properly sold. Certainly,
where you have it situation in which you see the percentage of the
population that are older citizens, we should.recognize that they htive
needs for continuing education and continuing help, just as much as
young people, yet no one wants to 'disregard the mandate I thiik that
we have in educating our younger people. When.we recognize these
'needs, there should be movement in the Department., There should be
some staff in the Department. There should be work going on there to
try to recognize these needs as we have heard of Employers are saying
that they need skilled people, and a lot of these older people have the
skills_and they can work in that regard.'

Mr. IsLiTzEn. I agree with whit you are saying, Senator. My
remark is what we are doing to retrain persons. Now there is pie
plenty, plenty going on in this Site regarding leisure activities, se
improvement activities, and those kinds of things, but it does not
necessarily dealswith going to work.

Senator CHILES. We are talking about retraining so that a growing
portion of our elderly population would be able to be employed again,
if necessary.

Ms. BosToN. May I ask a question?
Did I understand you to say .that higher institutes of learning have a

program where persons 60 or over can go and, if so, how can yottrget
admission into such a program?
. Mr. ISLITZER. The question for those that did not hear it, did she

'understand that institutions of higher learning in this State had free
s for persons who are 60 years old and older?

The point I made that was pointed out to me byllie persons in the
community colleges wAs that community colleges had to be people 60
years of 'age or older. I am not quite sure what is going on with the
university. .00

Ms. BlosToN. Even at this ldvel there is certain sophistication or
something:

Senator CHILES. We have a couple of other questions.
Ms. CROFUT. I hays the answer to Ms. Boston's question. During

the recently completed State legislative session, Senate Bill No. 902
was pissed and signed into law. Older Floridians now have the ,op-
portunitys to enroll, on a space available basis without tuition fees

34
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or academic prerequisites, in regularly scheduled courses at Stilke.universities and colleges°. . , .> . -. . .Mr. ISLITZER. That is for universities? - s.... .

Ms. CRUM. That is for State universities find collegei on an audit
basis and in some instances for credit.

Mr. IsLITZER. That is for credit?
Ms. CROFUT. Yet; may I suggest you review the statute just enacted.
Ms. KIRSCHSTEIN; Mine is not a question.
For many years, as much as 6 or 7 years ago, if you were 55 or older,

for only $5 you could go out to Texas and take almost any training
course, and you have to pay for your books-. I don't know whetherthey still have the program, but I myself went out arid studied hotel-
motel management, including the classes on hotel law, so that you
automatically became a member of the Hotel-Motel Managers
Association-of America. Sixty-five or older. I don't know whether they 'still have it, but I know they did-5 or 7 years ago.

is
° - t

I think one of our problems is there s a lot of stuff available. We
don't know about it and we don't hustle or bustle to find out about it.

Ms. BOSTON. Trarelsgency, I had to buy my books.
Mr:. KinscHsTEni. When was this?.

, Ms. Bo..rotsr. This was in 1977.
Ms. KITiSCHSTEIN. Maybe it has change% '"
May Lsayilis, because I started running into prejudice against -age ,when I was between 47 sand .48 years of age, I was forced into going

back into the labor, force. I titn old enough that When I was reared awoman was taught that the most important thing we could do was to
be a fine wife and a mother and to stay at home. [Applause.] But it

Njust ilon't work that way.
Between 47 and 48 years of age, 'I had to go back into the labor force.

Before World War II, it was not agairet the law to work in surgery
without a license if the doctor said it was all right. When I went back
to'work I did the dirty work, Igot the poor pay. When I wanted to .go to LTN school, I was told I could not go to school because I was 47, - -almost 44 years of age. I was refused admittance to nursink school.
I could have raised merry hell about that, but I had-it health-problem.
I let these things bother me emotiohally.

I walked into Hilton West and askedfor job and they were tickled
--7to get me. I stayed between 3 and 4 months. I trained- the night

auditor. I trained the girl, and then I 'was told that because thek wereall young tjrat they didn't want to be bothered with a grandmother
around. That is about 7, years ago. I was not very liftgvy and I was .not fai$ and I guarantee you I was not slow psycljologicatly. It was
not their faul that I went home in tears, it was my fault. So actually
it, is not the tt ining a'nd the ability,, most of us have Some ability.
But when we g t slapped ill the face, we back off because we have been
lvainwashed to believethat we belong at home, the women especially.'

I am sorry I got on my soapbox but I just could not help it. . .
Servitor CHILES. We have a box here for people that want.to get

on it. , .
Mrs. Maust, I now go to ye . .
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STATEMENT a DELORIS E. MATIST, MANAGER, FLORIDA EMPLOY-
MENT SERVICE,°WINTER PARK, FLA.

Mrs. MA&T. I am not going to take much time or get on soapbox,
but I would like' to brihg to your attention specific regulation that I
think is unfair to the older workers. I hope you will be able to make
needed changes. I think there is someone here from Senator Stone's
office who may also help. The senior work experience, concept is wrong,
the concept b eing that seniors can work in public or nonprofit-employ-
ment for a limited time and then can go out and be able to get com-
petitive jobs in the private sector.

I have had two ladies age 70-plus working for me abobt, 4 or
years on various senior .work experience programs. As one 'program
ended and they were just about to go over the falls, we managed to
get them on to another program of some kind. However, it is a trau-
matic experience to them because of their financial needs and desire
to be useful citizens. We like them and they like us and want -them to

work as long as health permits.
If work experience programs could be changed to maintenance,

't fie programs and providt permanent part-time jobs for seniors,
the problem would be solved.

This is the only thing I wail' ld like to bring to your attention. CETA
funded senior workers are now limited ln,working 1,000 hours. When
that time is up, you will get a lot of letters front the people that are on
the program., They will tell you they don't know what they will do.if
this .program ends. ,

Senator NILES. The thrust of that program is, of course, trying to .
shpw that those people are going to be able to return to the work force.'

Mrs. MAtsT. It is not practical because I had 35 years -with. the
Florida State Artiployment Service and I know it is not.

-CSenator CHILES. I appreciate hearing from you on that. We will
certainly look at that program.

- If any of you have to leave, or when you have to leave, please feel
free to leave on time, because I know youliave some time constraints.

Mr. Sobel, professor of economics at.Florida State University. We
know t4lat you have lopg been involved in agina. issues. Your topic has
been work,and retirement, and we are delighted to hear from you today.

,
STNATEMENT QF IRVIN SOBEL, PH. D., TALLAHASSEE, FLA., PRO-

FESSOR OF ECONOMICS, FLORIDA STATE vinvERsrtY

r. Som. I prepared a review of the basic literaturp on "The Age,
Em loyment and Retirement Problem," 'which I will submit for the
recd. .

Se for CHILES. We will put th t in the record.'
Dr. SbBEL. !laving e tered this staterent into the record, I then

will read only excer s t refrom w ich bear on what has been testified
previously. .

a -
In this - statement, I o into the growing pat , at least until the

early 1970's, of early reti ment. I emphasize e olloWing: While a
large proportibn of younge workers dia retire volunt y, there is also
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, .
strong evidence thatrmajor and growing proportions of those with-
drawing' from economic activity before 65 were forced out of the
system, so it is not rust a problem after 65. ,.

Senator CHILES. This is even before.65? ..

Di. Som.. That is right.
I also state, "It is abundantly clear tbatif all of this age group, that

is over 65, were acco ded free choiee under conditions of full employ-
ment, that A signifi antly large proportion would prefer to be eco-*
nomicadly salve. I am citing the National Council of Aging-VArris

N.. survey, which found that 40 percent of those between 65 and 70 would
prefer to be economically active and working, and that the proportions
of those with incomes under $3,000 were significantly higher.

Senator CHILES. So the lower the incomes that they would .have
upon. retirement, the stronger the incentive to continue to work.

Dr. SOBEL. That is right. , _._1/4t

Now, as for the individual retirement decision, studies indicate
that about half the people tend to regard retirement positively, and
that would indicate' that-a substantial proportion of those who retire
do not regard it positively, but have been forced to do so through
mandatory requirements: --. ./ Now, bearing on what you have cited about the productivity' of
the older worker, I am going to review the literature. As for t e ability .

to work the studies found that the physical demands of in t jobs
today is well below' the capacities of most normal aging wo rs.
Properly placed older persons have greater stability,on the toMewer
accidents and fewer absences than younger workers. At least 20
studies show that .vocabulary, general information; and judgment
-either rise oiliever fall after age 60. ,

Generally, older wczkers are more satisfied 'with their jobs than
yOunger Workers. The Departipent. of Labor is satisfied that there is
no consistent pdttern of supenor.performahce or judgment that has
not been demonstrated. Indeed, ,greater variation exists within age .
groups than between them..

Now the bulk of my retia:rks which I have also prepared ftw- my
'statement, apply specifically to Florida: While these studies which
I quote, highlight the basic problem of work continuity and retirement,
and provide' insights of great value to policymakers attempting to
deal with the age, employment, and retirement nexus, their. appli-
cability to Florida has to be assessed. .:....

First, these studies concantrate upon the retirement decision and--tend to regard retirenTent" a cdmplete and once and for all with-
drawal,from the labor force, which was proceeded lily a more orless
continuous work career. They tend, therefore, to concentrate upon
the long service employees of those firms- which' offer careers and
career laddersabout 40 to 50 percent of the total employed work
force and disregard the larder number of labor force participants.
whose work pattern and subsequent retiremerit, decisions may be
influenced by somewhat different considerations.

These studies, and thus our policies, concentrate upon the conveq-
tional retirement periodage 65 and now 70the adequacy R
retirement income, and have by and large failed to focus upon the
aging process itself, and to the growing bddy of transitions and changes
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in. activity frequently loosel ascribed tic ,"early retirement;' some-,
. times at ages substantially elow conventional retirement ages. The

latter form may be accompa ed by a change in geographical residence,
generally induced by a desir to change lifestyles and leisure patterns.

The desire to change lif yles, leisure patterns, and to be able to
choose between- a larger new 51 leisure forms associated with a
semitropical penigsular ch te, has led to substantial immigration of
the aging towardWlorida, d this movement has been associated with
an active State policy to ecruit retirees. Without them, our State
would not have grown'as icklk or been as prosperous. These recruit-
ment policies Were long he to he crucial to the economic development
of the State in that to th xtent that retirees brought incomertrans-..

ferred their bank account d capital, purchased goods and services
especially housingell of lich could be treated as similar in their
effects to ex-ports, mainte vice of a flow of retirees were considered
indispensible to.Florid ' rapid economic growth and "full employ-
ment."

Areas in Florida growing most rapidly., at least &rem phically, all
seemingly were characterized by a high influx of agi retirees. Thus,
until recently, there was a tendency to regard r ees as a homoge-
neous group, all contributing to economic gro and presenting no
problems either to the State economy or to' e areas in which they
were concentrated.

Within recent years, however, as a result of unexpectably high rates
Of inflation and its impact upon the real inoothe of retirebs,very rapidly
rising costs of housing, somewhat lagging national economic growth
rates, more and more attention in Florida has been focused, upon the

problems of the "retiree" and what has emerged has been recognition
of the fact tha6not only the retirees are a highly dive,ree group, but
also, unfortunately, that a growing prop9rtion of th m under current
trends present social and economic problems of some agnitude.

Nevertheless, Florida still actively continues tdi cruit and attract
retirees and as a "growth area" this in-migratio , in an ag regative
sense, teems to generatriltr more plusses th minuses. Yet if we
expect to benefit from.the sses, we must not only be aware of the

. potential growing minuses, bbut also deal with than realistically and
humanely.

Aggregative data would indicate that labor force participation rates
of all the groupings over 50 in Florida are significantly lower, if not
the lowest,.in the economy. This is the result of much higher propor-
tions of retirees in each of these age groupings, as well as 8, significantly
higher proportion of blacks over 50 in Florida, the latter tending to be
forced out of the labor force early due to the "discouragemvt effects."

These same data would also seem to indicate several different
groupings among he aging. One large group ofeYaging workers were
those currently emloyed in Florida, a major proportion of Whose work

texperienceUsbeen in Florida..13,y and large, given the type of emploT-
ment in Florida, a much-smaller proportion of these, work,ors are likely
to be affected by the 1978 amendments than their counterparts more
highly industrialized States.

The so-designated early retirees represent a mixed groupingrangin
from "retired" military personnel. with relatively low to moderate in
comes and whose retirement is not only nominalbut who expect to find
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"hew careers for the remaining period of their won g lives, to pro-
fsionals who would like to "slow down their pace" and enjoy more
leisure time, to individuals who have amassed considerable financial
r ources at relatively younger ages, to those who retired at minimum
levels of income who are the most vulnerable to inflation and ultimately

st likely to seek employment and or other forms of income supple-
enta and assistance.
A large °portion of the early retirees, especially theretired military,

who may p sess adaptable skills, will shortly enter in the labor force,
while those who migrated to Florida with significant amounts of
capital often find new activities and 'careers, with some involving them-
selves in various forms of ciyk activity. In short, a major proportion
of the "early retirees," especially those in the age 50 to 60 category,
regardless or original intent to retire, ultimately find their way back
into the Plorida economy and contribute vital skills, capital, and other
resources. The most difficult problems are encountered among those
who retired early with minimal levels of income, a large proportion
of whom find themselves, out of necessity, Searching for work who
frequently have theAeast employable skills and who, it can be argued,
are the most likely to have health related problems.

These same marked differences in retirement income levels, amounts
of liquid capital also prevail for those in-migrants who retire at
"conventional'" ages and, judging from whatever limited data exists,
are intensified y the tendency of retirees, whether "early" or not, to
concentrate in ven locations by level of income. For example, upper
income retirees Sarasota County while laver income gkoufengs may
reside in-Pasco unty.

Although the na ure of the Florida economy, with itshigh proportion,
of service activities, would seemingly militate in favor of the employ-
ment of larger propo tions of aging workers the. dispersion of such jobs
and the older jobsee ers seem to be incompatible withweach 'ether. It

these communal of retired industrial productiont and clerical
workers the great bulk, not the entirety, of whose incot !le emanates
either from, social securit and/or firth' pension system in which we find
the greatest proportion o age-employment-retirement "problems:"

These retirees are the o es for whom the cost of living seems to be
rising more rapidly than verage for those goods Ind services pur-
cirsed, including housing, the aging. So I think that as an econo-
mist, one of the things that we can contribute to understanding the
problem of aging, is to have separate cost:of-living index for those
goods and services typically p rchased by aging individuals. Andwere
we to do so, 'Ay estimates - an these are borne out by my experience
while serving as head of the s ering committee directing the Ronda
cost-of-living surveywould b that the change in the cost of living
fin. the elderly are significant) 25 percent higher. than the national
increases; that is, the apparen increases of the ,overall cost-of-living
index. - .

These above-cited retire are the ones who are the most vulnerable
to inflation, sudden onsets of illness or other emergencies, and are the
most likely to find it necessary to seek employment. Given the pre-
vailing demographic trends and conventional differences in ages
between spousest the average female will outlive her. spouse by 11 to
12 years, and given the nature of both social security and private
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pension ans, the' end result is to leave a major number of semi-
destit widows, some proportion of whoM have been out oT the labof
fo (or some years.

In fact; were .my remarks addressed to other problems, I would
oint out that the 75 and over are likely to increase at an evergrowing

rate in Florida. In othercases for many lower income retirees, whether
,early or not, the generally younger wife had by necessity already been .
forced in the labor market, generally holding relatively low-paid
clerical'or service jobs. The same problems do not prevail for those
"widows" whose spouses, received major proportions of income from
earning assets.

These brief summary remarks perhaps only tentatively indicate-
the major age-emplekxment and retirement problems and underscore
either how little we kliew or how little hard dat*-e-have. They. do
emphasize the challenge to all of our institutions, including not only
our employment, services, our retraining services, but Also our edu-
cational systems, as well as health institutions, if Florida's older

, citizens are to enjoy meaningful and productive lives. But- in at
economy of laggring productivity growth, inflations concern regarding
the. future viability of social security and even private pension plat*
Florida's future in-migration patterns could be substantively altered
and we must begin to collect data which could:yield insights regard-
ing the likely effect of these change's upon future patterns as well as
those who are currently here.

The varying combination of age, work experience, level of income
and need for income supplementation, occupational strilctureil and
even the degree of permanency of the retirement decision which
characterize the so-called in-migrant retirees, all deserve analysis.

r
Unforttinately, little systematic analysis sbased up on

prope y by
on recent data is

available in Florida. The recent census
adequate preplanning. and supplemented

if exploited
by additional data from

carefully sejected samples and panels could yield insights ofl,great
value. I hope that, were any research to be conducted on a major
scale, a major effort be devoted to Florida and its eaoh different
panel of the particular group of aging and aged could yield in*ma-
tion and analytic tesillt"s which coutd, be of great value to plicy-
makerssat both the Stdte.and Federal levels.

Policy. will have to be made jointly at both levels. These panels
ordifferent groups of aging in selected areas if followed over time,
could yield insights which are translated into improved policies
toward our aging population.

Senator CHILES. Thank you, Doctor. We1wi11 look with interest
at your full report, which I- will insert into the record at this point.

[The statement of Dr. Sobel follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. IRVIN SOBEL

THE AGE, EMPLOYMENT AND RETIREMENT PHoBLEI.1

Infroductions

A growing proportion of' the American population is now living past 65, until
recently considered th9 conventional age of retirement. Despite this convention,
a significant minority of persons over age 65 continue to do work part or full time,
and it is abundantly clear, if alt of this age group were accorded free choice under
conditions of full employment, that a significantly larger proportion would prefer

it

.:It
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to be economically active. Nevertheless, until recently, small and declinifigproportions of American workers, even those well under age 65, were economicallyActive; this trend reflected the results of a complex amalgam of economic, techno-logical, social, and political changes. One 'basic force was rising real income,which enabled many older members of our society to "purchase' more leisure,.coupled with expanded provision of social security benefits and more widespreadprovision of pensions in the private sector. This same trend in the post-WorldWar II era prevailed among younger' age groupings, especially the 65- to 64-year-. old group, the latter reflecting varying combinations of voluntary and involuntarypressures.
Notwithstdnding these trends, a substantial minority of individuals over 65continued to work; countless others would have preferred to work, had they eitherbeen able to find employment or had they not been forced by mandatory retire:

ment plans to retire. While a large proportion of younger workers did retire volun-tarily, there is also strong evidence that major and growing proportions of thosewithdrawing from economic activity before 65 were forced out of the system.Within the past decade, the trend toward retirement, especially of a voluntarynature, seems to have peaked if not subsided; and this counter trend, whichaffected the attitude of older and younger members of the work force, culminatedin the 1978 amendments to the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA),which passed both legislative houses by resounding majorities. The purpose here,is not ea review the whole complex of societal forces which resulted in the passageof this legislation. Suffice it to say the result was to outlaw in most occupationsarbitrary mandatory retirement or discharge of employees before age 70 apd toabolish the concept altogether for most jobs in, the Federal sector.
Several factors are at work today either to entice or to coerce older employeesinto early retirement: higher levels of preretirement income, technological forceswhich, while making life easier for older workers, also create new job skills andfields which they have greater difficulty'penetrating; income maintenance plans;employee pension plans with negligible reductions for retirement prior to thenorfnal age; and eligibility for earlier receipt of social security benefits and dis-ability provisions.

, Basic change in institutional parameters is Inherent in the 1978 amendments,whose passage reflected emerging and changing social, political, and economicforces. These profound changes in our society and its institutional frameworkwould imply thartinNiestimates or "guesstimates" of the likely_impact of suchchange are themselves litghly tentative. Thus, attempts to determine the likelyimpact of this change from studies reflecting past experiencewhile in an erasubject to changing technology, attitudes toward work, economic growth, anaccelerateA rate of inflation'and a possible decline in number of flew job oppor-tunities--=-are not easy. This attempt is rendered even more difficult by varyingestimates, some highly pessimistic of the future job creating potentials of theAmerican economy. Nevertheless, past study can enable delinbation of the basicv blg, the key subgroups whose employment and retirement adaptations arelik 'to differ by age, race, se; income, and occupation, and enable identification
e individual charicteristies which may differentiate the employment andretirement decision, and identification of wdrkers' individual choices with respectto their employment and retirement.

.Each of these .nonhomogenouiVithgroups, and ever smaller' entities-within thesubgroups, lumped indiscriminately into the older or ,aging classification, maydiffer considerably in their response. to technological change, employment con-tinuitY, and even in their .attitudes toward work. Those 55 to 60, for instance,may and do differ significantly in their responses from thoie 65 and over.

The Background Factors
The discussion surrounding the ADEA smendments was handicapped by apaucity of directly apPlioable data orkthe eflbct of changes in mandatory retire-ment ages; the meager statistical evicice and strong opinions of vested interestscited offer little basis for generalization on the complex and interrelated conse-quence of such a change. When Congress concluded that there was no significantevidence to prove that the effect of the amendments was unlikely to jeopardizeemployment opportunities for younger workers, that conclusion was, based onthe very small proportion of workers (1.2 percent) between the ages of 65 and 70in the F'ederal service. A few other, frequently contradictory studies in specificwork tfituations in Particular firms and industries, often within narrow occupational
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ranges, were cited; buttvery little data, and none of it conclusive, were offered
concerninghe interrelationships between enhanced retirement opportunities and
advancement prospects for other elementmof the labor force.

The exact number of workers subject to age-based mandatory retirement is not
known, partly because the distinction between .voluntary and involuntary retire-
ment needs clarification. Nor is there extensive information on retirement trends
among different occupations, or even on retirement and other employment trends
within those industries and businesses which have not relied on fixed retire-
ment ages.

Despite these deficiencies in our knowledge, let alone our data base, there is
a substantial body of literature bearing on this subject which offers some basis for
generalization and enables testable hypotheses to be generated.

These by no means exhaustive studies encompass all the major discipline within
the gerontological rubric, they range from macro-based analysis of census and labor
force data to micro - oriented studies at the plant level either in particular firms,
units within flips or among small groups of workers. They encompass the broad
structural for e& in the economy and society which influence the work and retire-
ment decisions, social attitudes which bear upon these and include studies o
individual perceptions, motivational and psychological factors which bear on
labor market behavior and which can cause differential retirement decisions in
similar circumstances.

Structural, Job-Specific Individual Factors
a. Structural factors

The structural factors are those pertaining to the economy at large, such as
the state of the economy, or broad policies or taws affecting retirement. In this
section we discuss several studies of an economywide nature yielding information
on suchfactors as thesize and composition of the labor force and shifts in levels of
labor force participation as related to the state of the economy, the extent of
coverage by mandatory retirement plans the impact of social security pollees
and societal attitudes toward the elderly.

(1) Size of the work force.In 1977, there were 99,534,000 people in the work
force. Of these, 59,467,000 were males and 40,067,000 were females. Men 55 to 64
numbered 7,045,000. In addition, 1,845,000 men and 1,065,000 women were age
65 and overtU.S. Department of Labor, 1978).

Whether employment relative to the labor force will, in the future, expand or
contract is a matter of conjecture. A widely held view, often called the "lump of
labor" theory, maintains that the number of jobs in the cconomy is fixed. In reflect-
ing this Position, Abram Jaffe, a Columbia University demographer, estimates that
only 106 million workers will be heeded in the year 200CI, although the total mini-
mum labor force will amount to 123 million in that year (Withers" 1974).

With regard to the specific 65-and-over population, the Department of Labor
Committee on Human Resources estimates that as a result of the 1978 ADEA
amendments .only approximately 200,000 persons will continue to remain in the
labor force.

(2) Trends in the work force participation.Whether or not the employed work
force expands or-contracts, recent projections suggest that older workers age 5.5
and above, who constituted 15 percent of thb 1975 labor force, iv-tit-account for less
than 12 percent by the year 2000. Tkis projection itself must be scrutinized in light
of the assumptions employed at its basis.

During the three decades since the end of World War,II, the labor force partici-
pation of older men765 and above) has fallen almost continuously from 48 percent
in 1947 to 22 per:cent in 1976. (Rosenblum and Sheppard, 1977;',Jaffe; Sobel, 1971;
Meier, 1975). That factor is of central imrfortaned in understanding the economic
and overall life situation of today's older population. In 1975, less than 2 million
of the total elderly male popuifition of 9.2 million were active members of the labor
force. Yet, during the last 25 years, the total 65 and over population has nearly
doubled (Harris, 1978).

While the number of years women spend in .the work force has risen steadily
thil century (Cain, 1976), at least until 1970 when it began to stabilize (Employ-
ment Training Repo ll of the President, 1978), the number of elderly female em-
ployees is likewise on the decline. In 1975, less than 1 bf 12 women 65 and over was
active ih the labor force. Though this is nearly the same percentage as the turn of
the century, it is lower than the high point of 1 in 10 reached in the decades of the
1950's and 1960's (Harris "1978).
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The pattern (or black males aged 65 and over is remarkably similar to that ofwhites. One in five makes of both races was in the labor force in 19'75. Though blackfemales continue to be employed after 65 with greater frequency than do whitefemales, the gap between the two races has narrowed considerably in the past twodecades (Harris, 1978).
By 1990, the total 65 and over population will increase by some 6.5 million.However, according to the Department of Labor, projections of labor force partici-pation "should be interpreted with caution. It is probable that changes in retire-ment policies and practices, if legislation to restrict mandatory retirement isenacted, will have an impact on the participation rates of older people long before, the 1990 projections may be checked against reality" (Employment and TrainingReport of the President, 1978). (Such legislation has been enacted.) Recent studiesindicate that the early retirement trend has already been reversed_(Fortune, May8, 1978).
(3) Desirable level of work force participation. The broader question is.thc extentto whiel society can accept a low rate of labor force participation by the elderly.The most rceapt census projection for the year 2000 indicates a population number-ing 31.8 million 65 and older. "This is a significant increase over the 1971 projectionof 29.8 million. These demographic trends ternong older adult groups pose a seriouschallenge to the U.S. economy over coming decades," the Department of Laborbelieves. "Unless the Nation expands in its capacity to support more persons inretirement than previously projected, the American economy may`i/ecompelledto retrtiin and absorb into the active work force an unprecedented number of olderjob-seekers" (EmplOyment and Training Report of the President, 1978).(4) State of the economy. Little attention has been given to the influence ofgeneral economic conditions on retirement rates and on labor force participation(Kassehau, 1.976), though it has been observed that-they respond to upswings anddownturns in the economy (Jaffe, 1972). While some researchers have obscured the't4 issue by focusing their analyses on the reasons given by retirees, others have con-clusively shown that involuntary withdrawals by older workers increase duringcyclical periods of recession (Rosenblum and Shdppard, 1977; Sobel, 1971).(5) Extent of coverage by mandatory retirement plans.The dataon the numbers ofthose subject to involuntatfy retirement because of age are inadequate and in-conclusive, The Bureau of Labor Statistics survey, conducted in September 1973,covered 63.4 million workers, of whom 49 percent were subject to compulsoryretirement because of age. This figtfre involves some substantial double countingand thus is an overestimate.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics study of private pension plans in 1974 snowedthat 41 percent of the almost 21 'million workers covered by these plans were sub-ject to mandatory retirement. Mandatory retirement provisions may be compul-sory (which permit employers to retire workers reaching kspecified age) or auto-tnatie (which require workers to retire when they reach a specified age). Someplans have both provisions. In addition, '10 percent of the workers had forcedretirement provisions in their plans, which permit employers to retire workersbefore normal retirement provided certain minimum age and service requirementsc met (U.S. House of Representatives, 1977).
In addition, many Federal laws establish pension plans for various classes of,employees with a specific mandatory retirement age-70 with IS years of servicefor Civil Service employees until September 30, 1978, age 60 in the Foreign Service,and age 55 with 20 years of service for special groups, such as law enforcementemployees. No mandatory retirement age provisions are set for others, such ascongressional employees.
The complexity of the subject and the inadequate data make it impossible toestimate precisely the number of older people subject to involuntary retirementbecause, of age *. Congress believed that the figure of 30.6 million, cited in thehearings of the ADEA amendments, was conservative (Cost of Idleness, U.S.House of Representatives, 1977).
Nor is much known about the prevalence in American business of noneompulsoryretirement plans. Little data exists on the effects of such plans on management oron the retirement proclivities -of workers who are not forced to retire. Preliminarydata from the Federal Government, the State government of Maine, and com-panies such as Bankers Life & Casualty, suggest that retirement rates and ages arenot significantly different with or without mandatory retirement.
(6) Social Security policies. Finally, the extent to which public policy has beensuccessful in 'encournging early retirement and discouraging the work of olderpersons may also be a,factor of major significance.
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Among the purposes of the Social Security Act of 1935 was the enticement of
older workers out of the labor force by providing them with a source of income
contingent on their npt working (Kasschau, 1976).

Since 1946, wives and female workers have received benefits at age 62; since
1961, male retirees have been able be receive reduced benefits at the same age.
This legislation was at least partially designed as an antirecession measure to
help spread the work. Since 1962, more than half of the men awarded initial
retirement benefits have received reduced benefits. (U.S. House of Represents -.
tives, 1977).

Older persons on social security are encouraged not to work by the earnings
test, which in 1977 reduced benefits by $1 for every $2 earned in excess of $3,000
for those up to age 72. This may act as a disincentive to the'creation of part-time
jobs, which are useful for older persons (Schulz, 1974).

Demographic and other pressures, however, seem to be pushing U.S. policy
toward incentives to work for older personl.rather than disincentives. Recent
social security amendments have begun to provide greater incentives for those
who work after 65, namely. (1) Allowable earnings have been increased without
any reduction of benefits ($4,500 in 1979, rising to $6,000 in 1982), (2) the incre-
mental benefit bonus for working after 65 has been raised from 1 to 3 percent a
year, and (3) after 1981, the age at which benefits are payable as an annuity has
been reduced from 72 to 70 irrespective of whether the individual works or not
(Cohen,: 1978). To what extent these new amendments will effect a reversal of the
trends toward early retirement is difficult to predict.

(7) Societal attitudes toward the elderly.The attitude of society toward the
elderly is a factor underlying all such public policy decisions. Current policies are
based on the assumption that older people require less money than younger persons
to meet their needs. The Department of Labor's "Retired Couple's Budget for a
Moderate Living Standard," allots less to older persons for clothes, entertainment,
furniture and so forth. But other studies, notably by Abram Jaffe, have found
that costs for older people may be increasing more rapidly than for those in younger
age groupings. Rent, medical care transportation and food, which usually com-
prise the bulk of the older person's budget, have recently exptrienced much higher
rates of inflation than the other items which comprise the cost of living.

In the NCOA-eommissioned study, undertaken by, Louis Harris and Associates
in 1974 (NCOA, 1975), the.public agreed by 81 percent to 14 percent that "govern-
ment should help support older people with the taxes collected from all Americans."
The extent of this support, however, relatives around the ?share of income the
society uerceives it can forego without the productive participation of older
workers in the labonforce. Since recent trends in man hour productivity have been
inconclusive, with some data sources showing decline, the number of our society
perceives it can suppqrt in retirement may be subject to downward revision.
b. Work related factors

The second group of factors affecting retirement are those specific to the work
place and to the type of work in which an individual is employed. Other factors
such as the financial state of the indlistry and the given company's pension plan,
are included in this second set.

(1) Distribution within the work force. rn 1977, the total number of workers
in nonagricultural industries was-85,895,000, of which 14 percent, or 12,414,000,
were 55 plus, and therefore potentially subiect to mandatory retirement The
distribution by occupation was as follows. 13 percent in mining were 55 or older;
13 percent in construction; 14 percent in manufacturing; 14 percent in transpor-
tation, 14 percent in wholesale and retail trade, 15 percent in finance, insurance,
and real estate, 15 percent in service industries, and 16/percent in public adminis-
tration. Unfortunately, further breakdowns by either detailed occupation or by
white collar, blue cellar or service categories, are not readily available, nor Are
data by age, employment status and income or poverty status-(Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 1978).

.(2) Variance in industry retirement rat es.Retirement rates vary by industry,
yet the economic factors which affect industry decisions regarding personnel arc
."sketchy or immitigable" according to Rosenblum and Sheppard (1977) and
Jaffe (1972). They isolate four structural factors that ,account for more than 70
percent of the variance in industry-specific retirement rates self- employment
the ratio of employees aged 45 to 54 relative to ,those 55 and older, the extent of
labor intensity in the industry, and the manilal /nonmanual chjtracter of the work.

Participation of older men also may he a function of the shift in the economy's
industrial composition. New industries may recruit younger workers, while in
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1970 more than half of the employed men aged 45 and over were concentrated
in declining or slow-growth industries (Erdployment and Training Report of the
President, 1978; Sobel, 1971). '

(3) Voluntary qr involuntary relirement.The variance in industry rates raises
the question of the voluntary or involuntary character of the retirement. Several
studies have addressed this question (Cain, 1976; Sheppard, 1977; Parnes, 1977;1 A
Barfield and Morgan, 1969; Meier,-'1975). The Social Security Administration
"Retirement History Study," in an analysis of men who stopped work before 65
(Reno, 1976) found that 55 percent of those 62 to 64 years old would have pre- t
ferred to have worked longer. Thirteen percent cited "discontinued job" or "laid
off" as the reason for leaving their last job. More important, 60 percent of the '
62- to 64-year-old Male retirees and two-thirds of the women retirees of that age,'
who were given reduced benefits in 1968, were not employed at the time of the
award. These studies indicate that a major proportion of these were forced out
rather than voluntary retirees.

The NCOA/Harris study (NCOA, 1975), notes that "the high unemployment
rate among people approaching standard retirement age is striking," and suggests
that older people in their late 50's and early 60's have a serious problem finding .,
jobs. Parnes (1977) believes that displaced older workers in all occupational and
educational categories are a large enough group to call themselves unemployed,
and instead call themselves retired. Kasschau (1976) concluded that retirement
decisions seem to be heavily determined by economic forces, rather than by
choices the worker makes. In his 1971 White House Conference on Aging back-
ground paper, this speaker noted that the rising proportion of males, especially
black males, classified as out of the labor force rather than unemployed before
conventional retirement ages are reached may mean that a relatively large pros
portion of those so classified were actually discouraged workers and that .the

pros

of the labor force" designation consists largely of those "involuntarilyretired!'
or forced out. This is suggested by examining the industrial, occupaWn. al and
educational profileg of thdse classified as out of the labor force as contrasts with
those who remained in the labor force (Sobel, 1971). ,
c. Individual factors

The third independent factor is the individual, or characteristics unique to
the worker, Within this last grouping are factors bearing on the retirement decision
both of a personal nature, e.g., age, sex, health status, assets held, and of an
attitudinal and motivational nature, such as family and peer pressure toward
retirement and self-assessment of'health status and ability to work.

(1) Prevalence of early retirement. Both government and industry attest to the
Alan number of employees who wait for the retirement age. In the Federal
service, for example, the average age of employees retiring has declined frbm 63.2
in fiscal year 1970 to 58.3 in fiscal year 1977 (Campbell, 1978). In 1974, 72 percent
of all new ,awards made to retired workers in the social security system were
reduced benefits (67.3 male and 78.9 female). Age 62 was by far the most common
age (U.S. House of Representatives, 1977).

(2) Social reasons for retirment.-2The primary reason for early retirements is
generally attributed to eligibility for a pension and the desire for leisure trine for
other interests. But, as the cost of idleness study (U.S. House of Representatives,
1977) points out, "Since the companies who testified based their observations'on
a comparison of the nurnber of retirees and changes in the pension plans and hot °
on actual studies of retirees, the eligibility reason is probably a secondary reason in
many cases." Other st 'es (Barfield and Morgan, 1969) confirm that adequate
incbme is a paramo fac or influencing the retirement decision.

Age itself is also f great 'mportance in generating pressure to retire partly, as
Atchley (1976) su ests, because of prejudice and discrimination against older
workers and becau e of societal expectations that older people should retire 'to .
make way for you er people.

There are also a ide range of other social variables which influence the retire-
ment decisionat tudes toward the job and toward retirement, apd attitudes of
tin family toward etirement. They (Atchley, 1976; Palmore, 1965) also fount
that..ihartial status, health, education, race, religion and living conditions influence
the decision.

Further, these factors, vary, as Simpson, Back and McKinney (1966) and
Atchley (1976) found, by type of work and income level. Upper white collar jobs
tend to foster a high degree of job commitment, but the degree of commitment
insiOlveckin middle-stratum jobs, such as clerk, salesman or skilled worker, is much
more circumstantial. The semiskilled and unskilled jobs, such as -operatives or
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service workers offer Yew rewards other than money. Atchley concluded that "the
overwhelming majority of jobs are routine and unchallenging positions which people
fill mainly in order to get the money necessary to do other things." But this may
be exaggerated and other research suggests different explanations. A recent
survey by the National Family Opinion, Inc., a nonprofit.research group, found
that 59 percent of blue collar respondents were "satisfied" with their jobs, and,
another 28 percent "very satisfied" (Causy, 1978). Recent studies would suggest
that many semiskilled and unskilled jobsAegarded as boring and uninteresting to
outsiders have a much different significance attached to them by the incumbents
of these jobs. The social contacts on the job, the camaraderie with fellow workers,
and the role of a job as the focus of daily activity, all positive effects even of lower
level jobs have traditionally tended to be disregarded by social scientists in favor
of arguments stressing job monotony,and alienation.

An analysis of these recent studies may yield insight of a predictive nature in
regard to the likely retireinrrinrends in the future. It is clear, as Atchley says,
"that much more research is necessary in order to know the exact nature of the
links between people and their sobs."

(3) Attitiqiinat reasons for retirement.Data oil attitudinal changes affecting the
retirement decision are inconclusive and often contradictory. Attitudes in society
toward retirement,have changed from the 1950's, when only poor health seemed
an adequate reason for quitting work, to the 1970's when retirement was viewed
as a reward due to a person for a lifetime of work, an earned privilege and oppor-
tunity (Atchley, 1976).

As for the individual retirement decision, studies (Streib and Schneider, 1971)
~indicate that about half the people tend to regard retirement positively. Again,
however, attitudes are related to income level, education, the type of job the
person is leaving, as well as the alternatives to work the given person may perceive.

Attitudes toward work are also heavily contingent on the money factor; how-l"
ever, "being useful" was cited by interviewees more often that money as a reason
to work for women 65 or more who are still in the labor force. The NCOA/Harris
survey of those 65 and over revealed that 31 percent (or almost 4 million retirees)
would like jobs. The percentages-43 percent for blacks and 42 percent for
whiteswere higher for those over 65 with incomes below $3,000 and/or who were
unemployed. Of the black respondents, 57 percent had incomes below $3,000 com-
pared to 23 percent of older whites.

Health is often cited by retirees as the reason for quittingc(Social Security
' Administration survey, Meier; 1976; Andrisani, 1977), taut longevity has in-

creased; and the improved health of each succeeding generation has certainly
stiggested that physical incapacity may be stated because it is a more socially
acceptable reason for not working than being unemployed or retired: Giyen this,
the greater availability of disability plans may in fact encourage early retirement
(Haber, 1970, Meier, 1976). 'she American Medical Association (1972) found a
reverse causal relationship between health and unemployment. "There is ample
clinical evidence at physical and emotional problems can be precipitated or
exacerbated by ial of employment opportunities."

Next to poo health, the reason for not working mpst frequently -gilven in the,
NCOA/Harris survey by those over 65 years was "tcrp 4" As indicated above,
this is the result, no doubt, of structuring into the Socials rstern the 65 retirement
age. "The apparent problem for many older Americans," the survey concluded,
"is not that they themselves feel that they are too old to work, but rather that
they have been told they are."

As for the ability to work, Meier and Kerr (1976) found that "the physical
demands of most jobs today are well below the capacities of most normal aging
workers (Laufer and Fowler, .1972). Properly placed, older workers function effec-
tively and have greater stability on the job,fewer accidents and fewer absences
than younger workers. At least 20 studies show that vocabulary, general infor-
mation and judgment either rise or never fall after age 60. Generally, older workers
art'more satisfied with their jobs than younger workers. The Department of Labor
is satisfied the "no consistent pattern of superior performance or productiiity of
one age group over another has been demonstrated. Indeed, greater variation
exists within agd groups than between them" (Enhployment and Training Report
to the President, 1978). -.
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Knowledge Building Objectives

'Osoeoherent overall policy which is necessary to improve the lives of olderpersons, can only be knowledge and analysis reflecting systematic research. Suchsystemization will require the accumulation and organization of knowledgerelevant to finding answers regarding
(1) Causes and determinants of retirerfient decisions as indicated inexisting studies.
(2) Structural aspects of the economy and society, including the way inwhidh productivity increases from technologital development, impact par-ticularly on older members of the labor force.(3) The extent to which expectations of a continued high rate of inflationhas already changed attitudes toward early retirement.(4) The extent to which change in the economic and social trends willstimulate new employment patterns furlong older persons.(5) The impact of chang employment and retirement trends uponpersonnel policy and cone e bargaining.
(6) The extent to whit ent innovations such as second careers, volunteerservice, retirement plan ing programs, corporate and union sabbatical leaveoptions and adaptatio by educational institutions in developing degree and,nondegree programs for older entrants into the system, impact upon continua-tion of employment and/or retirement decisions.,
The following questions relate specifically to the 1978 ADEA:amendments:(7) The number of persons who would have been immediately affected bythe 1978 amendments.
(8) The number of persons who would have been affected in the relativelyshort run period (4 to 5 years) by mandatory retirement provisions had the1978 amendments not been enacted.
(9) Retirement trends in economic sectors which did not have either manda-tory retirement policies or prevision in collective bargaining agreements priorto the 1978 amenthnents.
(10) The extent to which performance appraisal methods and procedures arerefined and modified to encompass older workers to enable their retention.

Senator CHILES. Now we will hear from Paul E. Wilson, curriculumresource teacher, Community Instructional Services, OrangwCountyPublic Schools, Orlando, Fla.
Mrs. jENKINS. I would just like to clarify in my mind, you saidsomething about if you had' at least $3,000 you could not qualify?Dr. SOBEL. No. I said that people 4010 -had retirement incomesaround $3,000 and below-

-Mrs. JENKINS. That is the poverty level. You are talking about thepoverty level. Why- should senior citizens be at the poverty level?That is one of the main problems now the poverty level. .

STATEMENT OP PAUL R WILSON, LONGWOOD, I'LL, CURRICULUM
RESOURCE TEACHER, 'COMMUNITY INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES,
ORANGE COUNTY, 77A., PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mr. WiLsox. Senator, I would like to make a couple remarks aboutmyself so you know where I come from, and it might put me in a betterperspective as to ,what I am about to say. The doctor included me inseveral of his categories.
I joined the Marine Corps at 17 and after 35years retired as a colonelin 1977. I came down 'here and I begpn hooking for something to do.People said, "Well-,we don't know really what you can do." I started.to go to school. Since I arrived here, I have obtained a masters in
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English literature at night. I have glmost completed a masters in
vocational education, and I hope to go in a doctoral program in the
fall, par_ticidarly dealing with the adult education for senior citizens,
that sort of thing.

I retife-d mainly because I was burned out My legs are full of metal
from the various three wars. I wanted to find something a little quieter.
I started teaching classes with the Orange County school system in
the community instructional services program. One of the courses that
I still teachI have about 100 people in this course, and the average
age is 78; my senior student, my oldest, is 102.

I had to cut -back in the number of classes I taught At night. The
average age was 67, 68, and there are some there in their 80's. The 102 -
year -old lady, by_ the way, is teriffic. She walks a mile or two every
morni and every Monday she is there, she is ready to ask questions,

-slit i§ really with it.
I am involved in the community instructional services program. I

became a full-time employee of Orangeeounty recently. I think it'has
a program you should look into. It has a unique flexibility, more than I
have been able to find in other parts of the United States. I will read
you just a short.defmition out of the regulations:

The service is a. planned, noncredit instructional activity course, a program
Whlch is based on the significant comMunity problem determined as proscribed
below. It probes the environment, health, safety, and so forth.

Furthermore, persons participating in the course will acquire an increased under-
standing of the specific community problem and the alternatives for the solution.
Persons participating in the course will acquire knowledge and lkills which they
need in order to cope with and to help solve the community problems.

Finally, the regulation I think David Islitzer missed, "The objec-
tives of the courses are other than the development of recreational and
lesser timely skills."

In the past year, I, worked for Orange and Osceola County School
Boards 'doing an educational needs assessment for this program. I
talked personally with a great many people, 400 or 500 people. I have
taken a survey that has had about 1,800 retirmsA I spoke with a large
number of groups, including an extremely large group at the AARP
here in Orlando, and I found several things. Today, I have listened to

testimony in this area, specifically because that is what. I think I
know most about it.

Since 1971, the population ages in our area in Florida, in the Stage
of Florida; 21.6-percent of the people were 45 to 64, and 15 percent
were 65 and over. In f979, the 45 to 60 population was 20.9; 65 and
over was 18.1. The increase in population in those two categories was
20.7 percent, 45 to 64-; and 50.9 percent, as far as the population 65
and ofer' ../wtt*

TalkinNpecifically about Orange County, its population in 1970,
the 45 to 64 age group, was 20 percent ; 65 and over was 9.7. °see*.
County, 21.4 percent 45 to 64; and 22-percent were 65 or over. In
1979, the population 45 to 64 was 21.5; 65 and over is 10.5, and in
Osceola County th-e,45 to 65 is 22.4, and the pOpulation now, the in-
crease has brought them up to 21.3. In other words, Osceola. County
has had a 50-percent increase in the past 10 years and 45.9 per-
cent of that increase has been of people 65 and goer.
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In this area, I took the region because I dealt with Orange and _OsceolaCounties. It you take that figure and you go through the sameproce.ss, you will find that in the 45 to 65 age group there has been a -,-36-percent increase in the population in this region and in the ;65 aria, °ov a 37.5-percent increase which is a tremendous growth as far astho particular populations are concerned.
In he course of my going through here and talkingto -these people,I was ainly trying to find how these problems lined up, but I learnedwgrea any other things at the same time, =

Most everybOdy was concerned with health. This is only natural,
because the majority of the people I talked to were involved withsenior c' izens. Childbearing-was second, and in the survey I to*,
out of 1., 00 people that :responded, I found that if it had not been for
the sem r citizens at the other end of the line, childbearing would
have been the most important problem.

In talking to the people at the community, I don't consider myself a:=nior citizen because I don't qualify yet. I am 55. Theywould say 'tome, we would like to learn a little moresbout retirement. It is sort oflike the old sergeant major story wh&says, "Now I am a sergeantmajor and I used to not be even able to spell it and now I are-one."
People who would find themselves suddenly retired even thoughthey retired from big compshies, large corporations, they havemetimgs but they don't attend the meetings, they are notinterested,

and-suddenly they retire and they go somewhere and they say, "Hey,what do I do now. Even though I are retired, I are one, and don'treally know how to handle it."-
One of the programs that I would like to suggest that we put into

this community mstranticm,a1 services would be a retirement type/
instructional type program. OK, you have retired but you have sud-
denly discovered there are a lot of problems you didn't think about.
We are trying to develop a program like that now.

At the same time I t Ilred to'quite a few people who said,"Look; I am
'not-surtwhat kind of job I would like to do. I don't want to do what
did because I did that for 30 years and the result of that is that I wouldlike ',able to start a course." I have already talked to our folks inthe unity instructional services piogram. We are going to try to ,set up a course basically that will be able to talk aboutvarious types .of training they could get, types of positions,tbat they could go into.We are trying to work with oar vocational resources that we may beable tolevelop special courses for these people.

In our ease, by the way, community instructional services programs
are all free, the funds are provided by the State. Our target population
is mainly senior citizens. It does not have to be senior, citizens but
most of our target population is because they are available.

I think that the community instructional services p'rogram is aperfect 'vehicle that can be used for this kind of thing in the future
and we are investigating. So when Dave says nobody is doing a greatdeal, we are going to do a great deal as a result of this survey. I would
suggest further, in this area, one of our major problems is that we are'
gong to have to do it one way or the other, because we are running
out of people at the end of the scale.
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Our school population has gone down in Orange County. It has
just about remained even in spite of a great influx of population. The
people are coming in to go to school, they are not getting married ,
and they are not having he children. Ji - .

latest census information, it is 13.1. We ave a large number of
Our race situation haS remained 13.6 pecent in 1970.. As of the ; -''

, n
Hispanics coming in, and they also have senior citiOns who are really
in bad shape because many of them can't even speak English. There
are many more here who came.long before the Cuban thing. We have
5,000 to 6,000 maybe 10,000 or 15,000 in'titts area. The ,migrant .'
workers no Jonger just migrate, many of then; leave their families
here so they have a -permanent representation in the community.
Many,of them have the same prob ems that other people do.

I think that what I would end with is that although it is lust a
start, I believe in-the State of Flo a, and particularly in our area
here, in view of the fact that we ve so many senior oitizens, the

-.. fact that we have a lessening pool available of younger people, par-
ticularly in Osceola County, a lot of people kid about the fact, "When
my kid gets to be able to thumb hisiway out of. town he leaves," and
that is_pretty well borne out by the statistics. So they have to have
people down there to work. . -

The tourist attractions need people. Sea World and. Florida Fes-
.tival offer a lot of opportunity. We would like to feel our way Into.a%,
program in which we could assist in various ways. Perhaps'programs
not quite like the Latch Key program but a lot of these tourist attrac-
dons and big motels and hotels need people to take care of children
for parents who come down here for a -holiday.

If we could-run a program, we couldteach people about emergency
medical assistance. Maybe we could get some of the liotels to call on
these people who would be certified as having this training. We would
like to have peopld,who could go into certain sales organizations who
.don't have youngpeople any inore. I think there is a great deal to be
done. I talked today, just a few minutes '.fore thaevings here, ,and
I think we ha'Ve..11 great deaf to elfer,:and I think this is an. ideal
program; and;;Dhope we. get on with it. "-. ' ,),

Senator .Caritns". Ws thank y,p,a iiiy.much.I thinkyqiThav
some:Fry.....,inWeStingldeas.`... t . ,

.
cll.. ../-

Our las6ipaffel, but, by-pOnleans-' pm least/Fill be Mr.,Simsovho is '". ,
director relations, Snell-me& ,Snelling, Inc:, whiCh is a -

arit na.tio employment agency, andja0tItoberts who is executive
ector of the Women's Stirtival'Centi3r.g,Taiiapa,T.Fhi: I think the

urvival Center is a. very Otteresting cl:WP-f. 3#, yAderStanding,iia,,., -.
'Janet, that you run a very successful job servicelorydisplice: d home= FA
makers. So we are delighted and thank you both for)OurpatienCeDere
today.We are delighted to hear him you...Nil-14J start+off '3vith you,."
Jallet. ". , 'R

r f
3 ,
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STATEMENT OF JANET ROBERTS, EVOBTIVE filRECTOR,447-0MEN,'
,.

, SURVIVAL .CENTER, TAMPA, FLA. ".,-..:.2', '..* . '',

.43 '
.1 114is. RbBERTS. Thank you. I felt a little uncomfiitable,wken "saw ! -

.; ..

.Women's Survival on this with all these other prestigious namescbu ''
I am glad to be here. , t

Senator CHILES. Tell us something about the center and-what y.ou do.
f
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ROIIERTS. All right. The Women's Survival Center is a private,nonprofit agency that has been funded for 2 years nowin fact, to-morrow is our birthdayto serve displaced homemakers. We havebranched out in helping other women. We were fundamentally opened
to serve the displaced homemaker and the woman over 35 who has
spent a substantial period of her time in the home as aliOmemaker and
through widowhood, divorce, or separation and is no longer able to
depend on her s_pouse's income.

I know others have avoided this and some have not, and I wish theyhad, but I do want to give your some statistics. It is a brief profile of
our client that I *et think is available elsewhere.first, I want to V1 you that 17 percent of our women are over 50and 10 percent are 55, and 4 percent-are over 60, which means one-third of our women are over 50 year of age. A profile of our clients iswhite, high school graduate, divorced after at least 15 years f marriageto one and only spouse, and having led a previously middl to upperclass background lifestyle.

Approximately 35 percent of our clients upon intake have no onth-ly income at all. Another 40 percent have less than $425 monthly.
Of those clients working, 18 percent earn a salary below $4;000 peryear, 54.5 percent earn $4,000 to $8,000 and 27 percent earn $8,000to $12,000.
We alsd have some statistics that mates, although this is reported

by exwives, I believe it has some validity, 17 percent of them makeunder $12,000 a year, 36 percent between $12,000 and $20,000,and 47 percent earn over $20,000 a year. Yet, 35 percent'of the womencoming through our door have zero income level.
WSC provides very strong client advocacy and this has resulted in

a job placement record of 76 percent of those women, whb go through
a job counseling and placement program. Some of that success is duet.
to ad,iocacy with employers on 4a 1-to-1 basis."It is also due to the
support and the belief we have that those women are of value. One such
.,success story is our 57-year-old nurse who was referred from a gerontol-ogy program at the Florida Mental Hetlth Iiastitute. She was wid-Ovedi feelifig useless, depressed, and lad attempted suicide. The
emotional support from the other: women in class boosted her confi-
dence. We worked and dealt with the bureaucratic details that over-whelmed her regarding getting her/LPN license back and provided
employer advocacy that resulted inher becoming the supervisof tlf awing of a 240-member nursing home facility. She moved to a housing
area for senior citizens-and brought her boy friend to our last potlucksupper. She had skills, but needed emotional support, and alvocacy.

Another woman, 61 years of age, was invading her small savings andin declining health due in large part to her feeling of uselessness and
hopelessness. Through WSC she was subsidized 'through clerical train-ing and now works for a woman a2,ttorney. Many training programs donot recruit or even encourage older women because of difficulty in job
placements which lowers their success rate.

There are roadblocks. Many job placements are minimum wage,which puts living at the barely survival level. Clients make telephone
contact with prospective employers, feel high about their possibility,and then watch the employes face fall when they walk into the room.Documentation is difficult, employers do not make candid, statements
about their reluctance to hire older workers.
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WSC has a nontraditional job training program for women. We
found- skilled trades apprenticeship programs closed to women over
26 years of age. CETA sponsors, which fund acletrge part of our job
training programs 'at this point in time, do rely on Jett) placements
for future funding They cannot get their funding-next year unless
there are high pl tem,ents. ,I want CETA regulations changed in
order that displac d homemakers can be eligible. There is an income
criteria that cou is the household income over the past 6' months
and annualizes it
Displaced ho makers are discriminated against. Their husbands
m4 have been i i the ho e within the last 6 months and that income
makes them ligible or any CETA training programs, although
35 percent have zero inc e themselves. I really would like to address
that if you kno v anybody with pull with CETA regulations.

- WSC is app oaching private funding sources to subsidize intern-
ship programs which allow a woman 10 weeks or 20 hours per week
employment t give her an opportunity to-show the employer what
she can dq. We/want those kinds of stipends ror our women. We also
advocate preference points on civil service exams for those wgmen
who served in the home when it was-their duty to do so. As it E. now
I think it was given for veterans who served during the war because
it was then thought it was their duty..

Retirement benefits are so very, very important. We also support
the recent tax credits for employers who hire displaced homemakers.

However, it is my belief that the whole approach to the problems
of aging are piecemeal. In Tampa alone, we have several different
programs going. There is no coordination between them, everyone
gets this one little specific part to that person and I believe -what
we need is something comprehensive.

Are you John Edie? When John called me, I said I don't have any
creative solutionast2 this problem, but I did give some thought to
it. I dill some local research. One of the areas that should be working
with keeping people in the work force is the employee assistance
programs. I know about those since we work with women who use
prescription drugs, so we have had contacts with those kinds of
programs.

They are not addressing the older worker problem. Ma'ay they
are making efforts with 5 or 6 percent of their employees is Cause

75 to 80 percent of the loss of production. Focusing on assisting the
older workers would prevent losing valued skills and the cost of re-
training people. I think employee assistance progrhms would be a
good place to do something comprehensively.

I believe very much in getting persons who are being served involved
in the program planning, the program design, and I would advocate
that industries have advisory committees of their older workers to
give valuable input based on their life experiences. I also believe that
we should address the whole belief system of top management people
who hire and promote who believe that aging is it deterioration.
I don't believe that is so. "i're talked about some of the myths of aging
here today. Another one is the menopauial depression myth regarding.
women in this country. If we look at some of the other societies in
which the aging. have valued roles, you will not find menopausal
depression. This is not somethi g that is natural, this is not biological.
This is something that is due tt our society not valuing that person.
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There is information on myths like this, on nutrition, on ygivre, on
physical condition that can be disseminated by employee assistance
programs to helO older workers maintain their -production

Employee assistance programs could also benefit from. inf rrnation
such as there is data to support that older peg,ple sleep less, arising
earlier. There is something else ,. the sundown syBdrome, which means
that when the day goes on older people'become more and more con-

'fused in their thinking. These problems could be addressed with
earlier working hours, having them come in earlier and go home earlier.

I also think that interpers6nal behaviod3 that make older worker's
adverse to younger workers could be dealt with. An example of that is

.the 50-year-old woman we had at our center who had been on. psy-
chotropic medication, major tranquilizers. She-had a bachelor's degree
in sociology and was divorced at 40. She is now 50. If you could meet
Winnie, you would think she is bizarre. Ske can think and do a job.
She does not smile; she holds the upper part of her bodrvery
Who wants to work with her? We have video taped her. We have told
her simple'things, like whon-,she looks at someone, to look away every
now and then, to smile, to move her body. We have made video tapes,
and I ask y9u to come down and look at them. Employee assistance
programa.could do similar behavior changes with the elderly so others
are more comfortable working with them.

I am also very much in favor of self-help, and that is a big part of
therprogram at one survival center. We have a home improvement
project that.got funded because displaced homemakers in their.fifties

-believed they indeed could do their own horhe repails following divorce.
They can just barely make the mortgage payments and not afford
repairs. They got together and on the first home, they put on a roof
and painted the whoTe exterior. Channel 13 was down there and taped
it.

The building inspecto. r came in and asked who did the work. The
women said "The work co -op." The inspector said, "Yeah. Yeah. But
who really did the work ?" ThDt came to the attention of the area
aging counseling in Tampa and%re were requested to put in a proposal
for home improvement for the elderly which is a really nice tie-in. We
just got the award of that grant and will begin it in August..

What we are doing is emergency 'home repair, weatherization,
retrofit on homes owned by the elderly and we are using displaced
homemaker work crews. We will go in and look at the people that live
there. We are going to try to coordinate services on our own that is
available. If we find somebody there whose hot water does not work,
and we cannot get it to work, maybe we will put them in touch,with
the program in Tampa that gives you electric blankets to keep you
warm, and there,ii such a program.

We also believe that semoncitizens in their fifties doing this kind of
work are going to start to beliei7that, yes

'
indeed, I can do it -for

myself, 'and we are hoping to have a spinoff called the "senior citizens
work co-op" cothe out of this project which only lasts S months, but
we are going to work real hard at- doing that.

That is it.
'Senator CHILES. Th. ank you very m uch.
Mrs. JENKPS. Did you not saythat the displaced woman who lived

in a home with income for the .past 6 months is not eligible for your
program?
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Senator CHILE& No; she said for CETA. ..

Ms. KIRSCHSTIN. That is tied in with CtTA?
Ms. ROBERTS. 'No; we have a displaced program that is open to

anybody regardle of income. We don't have any guidelines at all
except displaced ho emaker. I ,

Ms..KinsciisTzi But you hav,e-to be displaced.
Ms. ROBERTS. N ; you can b6 anything but married. In fact, we

have even sneaked t cm in if they are struggling. What we will do is,
you just have to be over 35, widowed,. separated, 'or divorced. .,

. Ms. IntsciurrEix. IYInybe this has changed, but ci few years ago, I
tried to go into-this proigram and that was the rule at the time. Now on
this program on TV last. nights about abused wivesI don't know
whether anyone here sctiV, that but they had a shelter for the wives. The
one little black girl vent n and asked for'help. They said if she had a
husband and a job she sh uld go back because they would not give her
financial aid and shelter. tp that time, she4vent back home that'hight
before her next monthly p riod tide and 'got pregnant and her hands
were tied for the next 9 months.

A few years ago, aren't you the same misplaced homemakers that
were down by the Sun Bank or used tp be down there?

/As.. ROBERTS.' No. We were just formed July 1978, 2 years ago.
Ms. KIRSCHSTEIN. It is a different program?- .
Ms. ROBERTS. Yes.
Ms. KIRSCHSTEIN. I am sorry, But to see such stipulations as this,

this is kind of like the welfare idea.
Ms. ROBERTS.ROBERTS. Yes. I agree Nrith you there are so many regulations

that hamstring when so many \ things that need to be done. We are
fortunate to have open funding.\

-Senator CSILES. Mr. Sims.,

STATEMENT OF STARK M. SIMS, DIRECTOR OP FRANCHISE RELA-
TIONS, SNELLING & SNELtING, INC., SARASOTA, FLA.

Mr. Sims. Thank you, Senator Chiles.
Briefly, I want to tell you what, my job at Snelling & Snelling is, and

a little idea if you are not familiar with Snelling & Snelling as to what
they do, too. /.., As the Senator said, I am/a director of franchise relations for
'Snelling & Snelling, Inc. It is my job to act as liaison between the
Snelling & Snelling headq tirters and their franchises. My area of
responsibility includes ama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, and
Puerto Rico. This area, a this time, involves approximately 82 offices.

Snelling & Snelling began in 1951 in Paoli, Pa., which is a suburb of
Philadelphia. Since that time, Snelling & Snelling has been a leader in
the employment service profession. In 1976, Snelling & Snelling re-

..:. located their international headquarters to Sarasota, Fla. At this time,
we have approximately 682 franchises throughout the United States,
Brazil, and Puerto Rico. -,,- e

Last year, theie Snelling & Snelling offices saw 826,000 registrapts
and placed over 109,000. In Florida, our offices,saw 38,000 registrants
and placed over 4,200. We placed people in varous positions from the
clerical, secretarial, sales, and administrative, to the technical areas
such es engineers and computer analysis, analysts, and so forth.
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Since its ineep ion, it has always been the phildiophy and policy of
Snelling & Snelli> to place people. This means that we strive to place
all people regard ess of. race; religion, sex, national origin, or age.
Florida,4as other, Sunbelt areas, has always been attractive to retired
and semiretired iiersons.

Although they have been retired; many senior citizens still have this
need and desire to continue to contribute to society. Consequently,
they still want to work. There are jobs for those who desire to work,
and as we all know, those who work are much less a of Strain on our
taxed social security system in this country.

Older Americans can pontribute an abundance of knowledge, ,not
only from their job experience; but also their experience in life. Their
vast knowledge .gained m management positions, supervisory positions,
executive experience, and various other areas is an mvaluaklectool in a
complicated work environment.

The senior citizen worker is more dependable and relidhle to the
employer. They also have a greatef sense of responsibility. In many
cases, they have raised their own families and have sent them out on
their own, and now they have the time to devote to a full- or part-time
job. They take pride-in-their work and strive for a job well done. I am
sure all of you have observed Me Americans in various jobs. I don't
believe any of us ask the age of a person before we'Tmake an airline
reservation with them. Wit just want the job to be done and done tight.
The ability to do these and other jobs is not and should not be depen-
dent on age.

Let us not forget the senior citizens buy airline tickets, automobiles,
clothing, purchase homes, and use hotels and motels, Consequently,
these consumers like to see their generation represented in their areas
of interest, too. We at Snelling & Snelling find that it is a continual
selling job to get the employer to hire older workers. We strive to
educate the employer as to the tremendous asset available to them'in
the older generation.

Fortunately, we .have begun to gee some light at the ,,end of the
tunnel., As I mentioned earlier, it has been the ,policy of Snelling dr,
Snelling to place all peikons regardless of age. Consequently, our job
applications are des_igaecr in such a way that there is no space made
available for age. When ,an employer asks for the age of the registrants
we cannot give this 'information becauSe it is not available on our
applications. In this wv.y we can be honest, not only with our ern-
plger, but also to our registrants.

The important thing is to get that person a job. If a person is quali-
fied for the job, we make every effort to get that person out on a face-
to-face interview,. The time has come when people should. take their_
heads out'of the sand and realize -that we have an invaluable-asset
right at our doorstep, our senior citizens. We needto bfing pride back

6 into our vocabulary. Strides to make room for the-younger gen tion
shouldin itself be pushed aside.

There is no reason why our older and younger generations annot
work together for a.better way. Senior citizens can make a tremendous
contribution to our country and they should have this opportunity.

Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Ms. Roberts, in your crisis survival programs, arer there others in operation in theState?
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Ms. ROBERTS. I believe there are now seven funded. This is funded
through the displaced homemaker bill. We were the only private non-
profit before, now there are three more, so there are seven. There is
Higher Education Act money that also funds some of our colleges. I
think the free standing agency in the-community is the best. I have
to go, plugging for that one. .

Senator CHILES. What other fund g do you get?
Ms. ROBERTS. Adult basic educa

funding .our classroom instructors w
skills. VVe also have our CETA fu
discriminatory. We do get some di
younger women.

We have the National Institu
prescription abuse program,. I a
Some private money7---$4,000is
to get them to feel embarrassed

Senator CHILES. Are you gett
Ms. ROBERTS. Our 1,iggegt is t

HRSk
Senator CHILES. The United " ay?
Ms. ROBERTS. UnitedWay? o, local HRS district office.
Senator.CHILEs. Have you ade application for United Way? Is

United Way in Tampa?
M. ROBERTS. Yes. I have Ise been director of another women's

Agency prior to this one. Ther a problew with having fundraising
drives and our board is wanti g to raise some money for the house.
We have some, they don't WR t to be restricted.

Senator CHILES. You want to have your own, private fundraising?
Ms. ROBERTS. Yes; which would compete with theirs.
Senator CHILES. How did you select your board?
Ms. ROBERTS. Primarily, they came from various areas, profes-

sionals working in social services: Some influential business leaders
continue to come to the meetings, and State legislators, and others.

Senator CHILES. Are they any help to you?
Ms. ROBERTS. They are a help. They don't come to the meetings,

but I can call them and they are there with $500 for small business
development, or something.

Senator They help you when youneed it?
Ms. ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator CHILEA. So it is worthwhile having them on your board?
Ms. ROBERTS. Ws. ur most vital board is our clients advisory

board. There are 15 cli s who have been through the program, and
I meet with them every month. They have organized so many self-
help activities: the work co-op, the art gallery, the low-interest loans.

Senator CHILES. Very good. We thank you both very much.-
I want to thank everybody that has attended; and I certainly want

to thank, especially, Dorothy Gordon for making this room available
to us and helping us with so much. Dorothy. thank you very much.
We appreciate your help.

I understand that we have had people from of the 13 nutrition
sites here, and I guess we wore out some of our iieople that we had
here. We have got some more neople that I wanted to mention.
Vivian Beltz. Is she still here?

ion has really been innovative in
o are teaohingrthese fob survival
ding, CETA title II-B which is

placed hpmemakers, but we have.'

e on Drug Abuse. They fund a
always busy chasing the funds._

oming from the county. I am trying
ou hat.

g an other local funding?
e NIDA funds which come through
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Thank. yOu very much for your, help, and everybody else whose
name I don't recall.

Now is there anybody here that has beeh patient enough to sit
throtigh the testimony that wants to give us any more information
before we close the heating? Yes, sir.

Mr. FULLER. I ask a question.
Senator CumEs..Fine.
Mr. FULLER. Will anything be done to remove the lid on earnings

rvhile you are under social security?
Senator CHILES. The question is on the removing of the lid on

earnings. As you. know, we' have raised thO permissible ceiling, and
1 ttjnk Congress is looking at that again. This is part of the issues that
are eing included in the studies that are being done by several of the
advisory commissions, and we expect'to get those reports year,and I think that will be the basis of looking at that. The White ouse
Conference on Aging that is also going to take place next year will
probably be the impetus for the next move that is done in that regard.

Mr. FULLER. It does not sound like it is imminent though?
Senator CHILES.= I don't think it immediately imminent, but Ithink that we will be looking at it probably the next'year.
Mr: FULLER. I feel it'is related to this whole thing.
Senator CHILES. It is.
Mr. FULLER. Peiialize a man because he has to work. I notice on

your sheet there you- said he wanted to work. A lot of people don't
want to work but have to work to supplement their social security.
enator CHILES. I think it is definitely related.
Mr. FULLER. Turn around and be penalized.
Senator CHILES. I think it definitely is. Yes, sir.
Mr. RODE. A person that is in good shape, working by himself, what

"kind of help can he et et when you have some of theiocal regulations?
Senator CHILES. That is the guy we tax, tax, tax.
Mr, RODE. Sir?
Senator CHILES. That is the fellow we tax, tax, tax.
Mr. RODE. Tax, tax.
Senator CHILES. That, is what I hear di the time, that they are the

persons that have to pay, all the burdens.
Mr. RODE. Well, I don't know.
Senate CHILES. Are you talking about the kind of relief from

regulations or paperwork?
Mr. RODE. That is part of it, but also when someone does start a

business, because he is forced into it, because of something that has
happened, because of our local laws, and then discrepancies in the
police actions, and that so where I have not even filed a return in the
last 25 years, and I can't get an inv.estigation on it. The FBI had
been called in on it. This happened.approximately 30 years ago, and
I have been forced to work by myself because I will not file an incometax return ilnless sonibthing is done about it. I want an investigation,
and I can't get it as an.individual, it is impossible.

Senator CHILES. All 'right, sir. I would like to talk to you a minute or
have somebody talk to you a minute afterwards. I am not going to
tell anybody you didn't file a return.

Yes, ma'am.
Ms. NOBLE. I am Mary Jane Noble with the Orange County

Advisory Board, Mr. Chairman. We do now have a center where we
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have been working on for about a year and a half. I hope you will
cover a lot of these things in the jobropportunities:

Senator CHILES. Wonderful. I am delighted to hear that you are
going to have that.

I am sorry that Lamar left before I got a chance to raise that, but
you tell him that I mentioned it. I think the point is very valid that
was made here, and I have listened to it today from the audience. It
is amazing how many people don't know some of the services that are
available here, and hopefully the center can do that. It can be the
focal point for putting that information out, because it is one thing
not to have any kind of service, that is the problem, but it is even
worse,-I think, when the services are there and the people don't
know about them.

Ms. NOBLE. We work very hard and this is going to be large enough
so we will be able to include all of these things in sort of an umbrella,
because we find that seniors get so discouraged trying to go one place
and then another place. .

Senator CHILES. Absolutely.
Ms. NOBLE. That is what our objective was, to get all of these

things under one roof. I think education as you mentioned, people say
to me all the time, I don't know, I didn't know about that or didn't
know about something else.

Senator CHILES. Yes, ma'am. We are pleased to have you here.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Senator, I just wanted to ask about World War I

veterans. I am 91 years old, I need to work, but nobody wants to hire
a person of that age. My social security is not adequate for my needs.
My veteran's pension has practically been cut out. I only get $6.25
per month and $1.25 of that or 25 percent was a raise that you all
gave us some few months ago. I would like to know, is there anything in
the Congress brewing about World War I veterans? It seems that
they have been neglected. , -

Senator CHILES. Yes, sir. I think you are right, and r personally
think that we ought be doing something about them, and I am
going to try to do w I can to see that we make some recognition
for our World War veterans. I will assure you that I will work on
that. .t -

Mr. WILLIAMS. I want to thank you. I just want to. make this
comment. When I was 9 years of ageI 'cannot recall the name of it
now, but it came to a close in 1898.

Senator CHILES. Spanish-American War.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
SenatoiCHILES. I read about that in-history.

r. WILLIAMS. I was 9 years old when it closed. Those veterans were
adequately 'cared for by the Congress of the United States. They
were given a monthly income suffi e tly large enough for them to live
on without having to look for other m s of income, and the amount
the Congress gave them was equivalent to our income of about $2,000,a
month. Congress gave theili $135, 1 believe, .per month at that time,
and of course everything wa.4 very cheap.

Senator CHILES. You could buy a lot at that time.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes. You could buy a frying-sized chicken for 12%

cents, two for a quarter, and a pound of meat, ham, for 10 cents, and
SO forth. But now, with the-high prices, that amount compared to
what we are paid now is the equivalent of around $125 it month. So I
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would like fOr you to tell the Congress and the President when he
comes back, to please don't forget the World War I veterans because,
to use ordinary street parlance, we caught particular hell, Thank you.

Senator CHILES. I am sure that you did and I thank yoP*
Tomi, I am going to close with you. Our court reporter says she, has

to close up her machine. '
Ms. CHOMP. I would like'you to be aware of the fact that State

Repretentative Hazouri sponsored a bill during the recently com-
pleted legislati've session_ pertinent to mandatory age based retirement
which would conform the Florida statutes to the Federal statutes.
State Senator MacKay sponsored the companion SenatAl bill. Both of
the bills stalled but on respective calendars.

Senator CHILES. No, I didn't know that. 7
MS...CHOMP. The upcoming "silver-haired legislature," I am sure,

will sponsor and pass a version of this needed legislation. And with
the continued input of Congressman Pepper and retired Congressman
Bob Sikes, its passage during the next State legislative session is
probable. It was defeated by industrial lobbyists who moved more
quickly than we did. That is why I called upon Congressmen Peppor
and Sikes to,testify, but we simply ran out of session.

As volunteer lobbyists, we are inviolate in our lobbying efforts. We
have joined a coalition with other people lobbyists,' the Good Peoples
Lobby, formed with the assistance of State Senator Jack Gordon, I
believe we will move it through the next State legislative session. We,
in the "silver-haired legislature,',',, believe mandatory age-based re-
tirement is un-American. Federal statutes exempt private industry's
"executive category" if the pension is in the approximate vicinity of
$27,000 per annum. That is similar to what .we will sponsor in the
"silver-haired legi:slature" and attempt' to pass through the State
legislature. We shall attempt to conform Florida statutes to the Fed-
eral ,statutes.

I have with .me the testimony of Congressman' Bob Sikes to the
commerce committee of the Florida senate. He asked that I deliver
it to you.

. Senator CHILES. Thank you, ma'am. We will 'put that in 'the
record.

, [The statement of former Congressman Bob Sikes follows:]
'0* STATOMENT OF FORMER CONGRESSMAN BOB SIKES

I am past 70. I have been blessed with good health. I continue to be active. I
believe I am qualified to speak on the issue pow before this distinguished committee.

N-1 To me, the major problem is not the additional years a limited number of people
will work. A far greater issue is the steadily increasing liability, "year by year, to
social security and private pension funds. This bill will have very little impact on
that problem. It could help.

It has been claimed that no one would benefit from the proposed change in the
law. On the contrary, it should be obvious that everyone would benefit; perhaps
most of all those who oppose the enactment of the measure before you. The addi-
tional cost to business, if any, will be more than offset by expertise and experience
in lieu of training periods for new employees.

Let me give you an illustration. Pensacola has had some good postmasters.
The best, in my opinion, was Ashton Brosnaham. He was past 55 when he got the
job. The department initially opposed his appointment because he would soon
reach retirement age. When he, reached it, he was doing such a good job, his age
wasn't mentioned. He served until well past 70 and when he retired it was on his
own volition.

It is what is in a person that counts; not how old he is. '
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We are in an expanding, not &pining economy. Most American firms are
growing. Ikisn't just a matter of filling a vacancy which is created when an older
person retires. If the dream of a great America continues to hold true, and it must,
there will be several jobs to fill for each retiree.

If we reach the point that there will be no jobs ifi our Nation except when
someone retires, it will be too late to worry about the age of the retiree.

Retirement benefits do not increase indefinitely. There is a limit. The employer
of a qualified person older than retirement age makes money because benefits do
not continue to increase.

Industty which comes to Tiorida is seeking skills, experience, and dependability.
These are found in older people too.

do not believe for a moment that my beloved State, the great and progressive
State I linve served for so many years, will now discriminate against those who are
approaching the sunset of life, but who still seek to and arecapable of contributing
to progress and a better tomorrow.

I am glad to have been privileged to submit this statement for your
consideration.

Senator emus. We also have a statement from Representative
Dick J. Batchelor from the Florida House of Representatives, and
we gill put that in the record, too.

[The statement of Representative Batchelor follows:)

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE DICK J. BATCHELOR JR CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

I am.rlelighted to have the opportunity to share my_c2ncerns about mandatory
retirement with committee members. As Chairman of FWrida's House Health and
Rehabilitative Services Committee and former chairman of the House Ad Hc
Subcommittee on Aging, the subject is a familiar one. In fact, during t1 191,0
legislative session, I cospothored a bill that would have eliminated force retir ;-
ment for reasons of age alone. (Currently, Florida law permits invplunta' y ret; a-
ment in the private sector w4endsperson. reaches age 70 if his or her mill' er
provides retirement or pension benefits.)

Despite a host of, eloquent spokespersons for the bill, including Congressman
Claude Pepper, former Congressman Bob Sikes, baseball's hall of fame sports-
caster Red Barber, and a number of other prominent elderly Floridians, the bill
died in t 'Senate bommittee on Rules and Calendar and on the House Calendar.
Perhaps opposition to the bill had been more overt, I would have been better
preps to develop strategy to convince my colleagues that capable older people
shoul ave the right to retain their jobs past age 70. However, beyond opposing
testi ony by representatives of industry and business early in the session, opposi-
tion to the.bill was covert. I cannot help but think that media coverage of that
testimony discouraged efforts to openly lobby against the bill. In a State such as
Florida, where 25 percent of the population is elderlimost of whom are active,
capable peopleit is absurd to argue against the ability of older p yplo, as a group,
to contribute to the productivity of the work force.

As I prepared for the 1980 legislative session, I came across a number of interest-
ing facts which refute common arguments against an open retirement policy. I
would like to take this opportunity to share my findings with. you.

As you are no doubt aware, studies indicate that both rivate pension plans and
the social security fund may be in trouble by the turn of

p
the century as a result of

early retirement and the increased lifespan. A study of 200 leading corporate
pension funds conducted for Business Week in 1976 revealed tremendous unfunded
liabilitiesover $16 billionfor some of the largest corporations in the counkry.2
The study further indicated that in the future, companies, particfilarly those with
highly organized unions, are expected to fall much farthev behind in pension fund-
ing as a result of wage inflation, increased tension benefits, and poorstoc showing.2

For the first time in its history, the solvency of the social security fund is threat-
ened. As a result of declining birth rates and increased retirement rates, the ratio

I Harold L. Shepphard and Sara E. Rix, "The Graying of Working America," York, N.Y..I977.
3 Ibid.

6 0.
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Iof workers to nonworkers is decreasing. Consequently, in recent years, the systemhas been paying out between $3 and $4 billion more than it collects annually inpayroll taxes)

Pension systems and the social security fund should be from the elimina-tion of a mandatory retirement age, since employees who opt to work past age 70would not begin to collect benefits until later in their life. During the employee's
extended employment, the company has use of the older employee's pension money
and accrued interest and is not required to continue contributions to the pe
fund on behalf of the employee. Upon Ktual retirement, the older employ wouldreceive the same benefits he or she wodd have roceived at the "usual" mentage 4

Another argument against extending the mandatory retirement age is ts possibleadverse effect on employment and career opportunities for young people, women,
and minorities. However, according to some experts, early retirement is not asolution to unemployment; frequently retirees are not replaced.5 Additionally,
women, particularly displaced homemakers, often enter the work force afterage 40. Forced retirement at age 70.could prevent a woman who joined the workforce at age 51 or older from earning 20 years of creditable servicea factor thataffects the amount of pension benefits one collects.

Additionally, experts believe that, the elimination of a ma f .. tory retirement
age will effect the timing of promotions but not the number. I r andatory retire-ment were prohibited, an average delay of 3 years in promotions to seniorpositions is andeipated. The overall effect of younger workers, women, andminorities would be a bold in their career path after which normal promotion
and hiring patterns woul&return.6

The average corporate pension in Florida for a retiree with 20 years of service
and a final annual salary of $12,000 is $3,000 a year or approximately $250 per
month? Since minorities and women, as a result of discrimination in employment
are often in low-paying .jobs, they are more likely than the rest of retirees to re-ceive benefits that are inadequate-. Furthermore, oply 39 percent of all womenabove age 17 are covered by a pension Plan, compared to 56 percent of men inthe same age group.* Such startling statistics lead me to conclude that more olderwomen than men may need to extend their employment beyond age 70 forfinancial reasons. ..-5

Another concern about an open retirement policy fog Florida, specifically, isthe anticipated adverse effect of a liberal State policy on the attraction of indus-try to Florida. According to industrial location theory, however, a number of
factors influence site selection, including quality ,of life, tax climate, availabilityof labor and resources, proximity to market, location of competitors, etc,5In
California, the home State -of 32 million'oldezepeople"compareillo 1.9 millionsenior Floridians, the elimina n of the mandatory retirement age in 1977 has
had no discernable eff rt on ndustg.15 .

Another common gume t against changing or eliminating the man ryretirement ag4 is the pcitential cost to businesses which may be required orevise their pension plans. However, according to a highly reputable actuar" 131.0'' firm, when Federal changed the age of permissable mandatory retire-
ment from age 65 to 70, the cost of preparing,. amendments for many firms was$500 or less)1 In order to avoid the need for future changes-in such plan,-some
firms, in conforming with the Age 'Discrimination in Employment Act Amend-ments, chose to remain iilent about age aid now refer only to delayed retirement
in their pension plans and do not mention the age 70 limit."

3 U.S. House Select Committee on Aging, "Mandatory Retirement: The Social and Human Coats ofForced Idleness," Washington, August 1977.
4 Henry M. Wallfast," Theigffects of Extending the Mandatory Retirement Age," American ManagementAssociation, 1978.'
Op. cit., ShepPhard.
Donald Dunlop.and Mark Daniel, "Mandatory Retire ent Policy: A Haman Rights Dilemma?"Conference Board in Canada, January 1980.

7 Committee on Retirement, Personnel and CollectivO Barg ng, "Florida F"nge Benefit System,"House of Representatives, February 1979.
$ Irma Schechter, editor."Aging Services News," Bethesda. Md.. May 23, 1980.
'John R. Fernstrom, "Bringing In the Sheaves," Oregon State University. 1979.u Califonlia Department of Aging, Mandatory Retirement Legislation and Staff Summaries, Sacramento,Calif., 1978-77.
II Telephone interview with representative of Tillinghast, Nelson and Warren, May 1980. `-17 Ibid..
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. -Finally, the abilities and skills of older people are frequently .a point pf conten-
tion when mandatory retirement is discussed. My research indidates that the
stereotypes associated with aging often used to justify early retirement areinaccurate.

"Specifically: Asa group, older workers have fewer 'accidents and less absen-teeism than other workers. The efficiency and productivity of older workers
equal and sometimes exceed the output of younger workers on a wide varietyof job situations. Older workers can acquire new job skills and be retrained td
meet the demands of more work situations as readily as those who are younger." 13

The American Medical Association, in an affidavit filed in the Rosen v. Careycase maintained that:
441k"The philosophy of the marketplace has brainwashed' thousands of Americansinto the belief that a person over the hill at age 65; that statutory senility

occurs automatically . . . Medfcine, therefore, is compelled to oppose retirementkeyed to any chronological age as detrimental to the best interest of the em-ployee and society. . . .""
According to a February 1979 Harris study, 88 percent of current employeesand 67 percent of business executives felt that no one should be forced to retire

solely because of age. V When older people are forced to retire or are precluded
from obtaining employment becatfse of age, resulting decreases in income frequently
force greater dependence on social services and family. Loss of employment hasbeen linked with the increased incidence of depression and suicide among males
age 65 and 'alder. In addition, the American Medical Association (AMA), throughits committee on aging, found that physical and emotional problems among older
people frequently result from the lack of employment opportunities."

In summary, the elimination of mandatory retirement should not disrupt thelabor market or _result in inordinate expend to induslry. Instead, employment
should benefit pension funds and capable Wider persons who bear the brunt ofage discrimination in employment.

senator CHILES. The statements of Earl Kauffman and Tomi Crofut
will also be made-part of the record.

[The statements pi Mr. Kauffman and Ms. Crofut

STATEMENT OF EARL KAUFFMAN

My name is Earl Kauffman. I am a professor, emeritus of the University of
Kentucky, where I organized and directed the Council on Aging, 1961 to 1974.
From 1973 to 1979, I was the director of the community programs at Hawthorne-
at-Leestiurg, a retirement community of some 2,000 people. Since my retirement
from this position, I have been retained as a consultant to Colonial Penn Com-znunities, Inc.

Employznent for older people hah another definition from that of Working in
offices, shops, stores, and the like, where the incentive is to earn a salary. There is
nothing wrong with this definition, it is most commendable and should be pro-
moted vigorously. However, employment may also be defined as involvement,
where the rewards are the satisfaction of giving of one's self in sgrvice to others;
where the recognition of society is a reward in itself: where the continued use of
the talents and knowledge gained over a lifetime are placed to the use by indi-
viduals and groups in the community in which one lives.

Therefore, I suggest that your Committee on Aging adopt a definition of work
which includes this extension of the value of life in retirinent and that you give
this new definition wide publicity. I further suggest that the VI TA guidelines
be amended to provide for the utilization of older persons in a eatly expanded.
array of services. What I am recommending is the creatio of a network of
senior advisers to decisionmakers, a cadre of people in each c mmunity who will
make themselves available to study problems and nines referred to them by p
officials, business leaders, and others who need all the information they ca
before deciding upon a ceurse`of action. Such a program can be accomplis
without large appro,priations or a new administrative structure.

Respectfully subrffitted.

a National Council on the Aging, Inc. "Employment," Factbook on Aging, Washington, D.C., Fel?-nilr'1979, pages 7-198.
NenateCommittee on Health and Rehabilitative Services,The Elderjy in Florida: A Legislative Study,

"Financial Problems of the Elderly," /Tallahassee, Fla., April 1978.
If National committee on careers or Older Americans, "Older Americans. An Untapped Resource,"

Washington, D.C.., 1979. . .. Op. cit., Senate Committee on Bealth and Rehabilitative Services.

,
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STATEMENT OF TOMI CROFEY

EFFECTS OF ELIMINATING MANDATORY RETIREMENT FOR REASONS OF AGE

House bill 1345 (sponsored by Representatives Dick Batchelor and Tom='Hazouri) prohibitii mandatory retirement for reasons of age alone. Qurrent law
permits involuntary retirement in the private sector when a person reaches age70 if his or her employer provides retirement or pensioq benefits.

Opponents of bill claim that resulting changes in pension plans "would bevery costly' to business." However, according to a highly reputable actuarial4 firm, when Federal legislation changed the age of 'permissible mandatory retire-
went from age 65 -to 70, the cost of preparing amendments for many firms was
$500 or less.* In order to avoid the need for future changes in such plans, some
firms, In conforming with the Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amend-ments, chose to remain silent about age and now refer only to delayed retirement--y
in their pension plans and do not mention. the age 70 limit.2

Studies indicate that both private pension plans and the social security fundmay be in trouble by the turn of the century as a result of early retirement and
the increased lifespan. A study of 200 leading corporate pmsion funds con-.ducted for Business Week in 1976 revealed tremendous uninded liabilitiesover $16 Billion for some of the largest corporations in the country.* The stud%further indicated that in the future, companies, particularly those with highly
rganized unions, are expected to dill much farther behind in pension fundinga result of wage inflation, increased pensionbenefits, and poor stock showings.4the first time in its history, the solvency of the social security fund isthreatened. As a result of declining birth rates and increased4etirement 'rates,the ratio of workers to nonworkers- is decreasing. Consequently, in'recent years,the system has been paying out between $3 and $4 billion more than it collectsannually in payroll taxes.*
Pension systems and the social security fund should benefit from H.B. 1345

e employees who opt to work past age 70 would not begin to collect benefitsunt ater in their life. During the employee's extended employment, the companyhas Nse of the older employee's pension money and accrued interest and is not
required to bontinue contributions to the pension fund on behalf 'of the employee.Upon actual retirement, the oldemployee would receive the sate' benefits he or
she would have received at the "usual" retirement age.6

Another argument against the bill is its possible adverse-Affect on employment,
and career, opportunities for young people, women, and minorities. However,
according to some experts, early retirement is not a solution to unemployment;
frequently retirees are not replaced.? Additionally, women, particularly displaced
homemakers, often enter the work force after age 40. Forced retirement at age 70
could prevent a woman who fouled the work rce at age 51 or older from earning
20 years of creditable servicea factor that a Is the amount of pension benefitsone collects.

Additionally, experts believe that-the elirn* ation of a mandatory retirement
age will effect the timing of promotions -but not the number. If mandatory
tetirement were prohibited, an average delay of 3 years in promotions to senior
positions is anticipated. The overall effect on younger workers, *omen, and mi-
norities would be hold in their career path after which normal promotion and.hiring patterns would return .4 -

The average corporate-pensio4or a retiree ivith.,20 years of_service and a final
annual salary of. $12,000 is $3,M0 a 'year or approximately $250 per month.'
Since minorities and Women, as a result of discrimination in employment are often
in low paying jobs, they are more likely than the rest of retirees to, receive benefitsthat are inadequate.

, I Telephoneinterriew with representative of Tillinghast, Nelson and.Warren, May1980. . 1.J. ' Ibid. .

8 Harold L. Sbepphasd and Sara E. Rix, "The Graying of Working America," New York, N.Y., 1977.4 Ibid:
s II.S. House Select Committee on Aging, "Mandatory. Retirement: The Socisand Human Costa ofForced Idleness," Washington, Augdat 1977. ,
Henry M. WallbstAThe Effects of Extending the Mandatory Retirement Age," AmericanManagementAssociation, 1978. 1
Op. Cit., Shepphard. ..

Donald Dunlop and Mark Daniel, "Mandatory Retirement Policy: A(Human Rights Dilemma?'Cmfference Board In Canada, January 1980..
I Committee on Retirement, Personnel and Collective Bargaining, "Florida Fringe Benefit System."

House of Repreaentativel, yebruary 1979.
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Another co of opponents of H.B. 1345, is the bill's anticipated adverse /a ct on the t tion of industry to Florida. According to industrial location ,
th ry, however, a n mber of factors influence site selection, including-quality of
lif tax climate, availability of labor and resources, proximity to market, lo'cation
of ompetitiors, etc.1° In California, the home State of 3.2 mill* older people/7
co pared to 1.9 million senior Floridians, the elimination of the mandatory retir
met age in 1977 has had no discernable affect on industry.II

I summary, the elimination of enandabiry retirement should not disrup "the
lab r market or result in inordinata.experrse to industry. Instead, extender an- ,.
ployment should benefit pension funds nd capable older persons whb bar the ,
brunt of age discriminatio* in emplo ent.

Senator CHILES. Wet jiank y very much f your atten ante. We
also want to thank our court reporter.

[Whereupon, at 5:t0 p.m., the 1.0,aring ad. urned.]

3. John R. Fernstrom, "Bnnging in the Sheaves. "Oregon State University, 1 9.
California Department of Aging, Mandatory Retirement Legislation and S Summaries, Sacramento,

Calif:. 1976-77.
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APPENDIXES

Appendix 1

STATEMENT OF DIANE TODD, NEW JERSEY GREEN,
THUMB PROGRAM.

Mr. Cljairnian, my name is Dianfodd and I work with the New Jersey green
thumb program. . .

As you know, green thumb is an employment program for older disadvantaged
primarily rural people funded by the U.S. Department of Labor under title V of
the Older Americans Act. New4ersey was one of four pilot States for the program
in 1965, employing approximately 45 people. Today, the program employs
approximately 1,000 people in 20 of the State's 21 counties. Nationally, the pro-
gram employs close to 18,000 people in 45 States, Puerto Rico, and the District
of Columbia.

I am grateful for the ,opportunity to turn in this testimony on "Work After 65:
Options for the 80's." Employment of older people not only relieves the burden
on the social security system and other retirement plans, it adds to the economy of

. the country. Older workers contribute to their local economy as well as to the tax
. coffers instead of just drawing from it. Workers who are still able to work and have

,s-guaranteed right to continue working will be better able to maintain their pre-
retirement income levels and fight o .

In green thumb's inception in 1965, the employment of older people was new
concept, a byproduct of the "war on poverty." It has now become a ne ity.
Our population is increasingly growing older. Today, one in eyery nine p rsons is
over 65: In 50 years, it will be one in five. Coupled with this fs an ever decreasing
retirement age. A recent study indicates that the retirement age in the last half of
this decade will be 46. Today, only one out of five persons over 65 remains in the
work force, down 37 percent from 20 years a

retired Berson. This trend will sev rely- bankrupt the already problem

o. There are today six active workers
for every 'retired person: By the year 2030, t ere.will only be three active workers
to every

, plagued social security system and no doubt will bankrupt private pension plans
as well. New Jersey, which ranks ninth in the country in overall population of
persons 55 years of age and older, has seen its older population increase by 15.5
percent from 1970 to 1976. And yet, it is estimated that only about 10 percent of
this segment of the population is in the work force.

It is evident that a decreasing young population-cannot continue tctinaintain
.* .' an older population. And, it would be wasteful indeed if the skills, wisdom, and

experience of these older people are allowed to go untapped. Workforces need to
0tbe balanced with the vigor of youth and the wisdom and experience of age.

It has been suggested that older people need to work to maintain their health.
One studypas shown that older people have a tendency to die 1.5 years after they
retire. Health professionals have stated that an elimination of idleness in older
people ould reduce health care physically and mentally for, older people. idle s
has n blamed for many emotional problems. Alcoholism among the elderly,
in ing problem, has teen blamed on idleness. , ,

us, not only has work among the elderly become a necessity for soci t
maytbe necessary to insure that we have an older society. But in order e
older workers,in the labor force, employers need to become better acquainted
with the issues and needs surrounding the older worker, their abilities and limita-
tions, and how they fit into the work force. Once employers understated their older
workers, they ,tan begin to adapt the.work environment, making continued em- 1

ployment more productive and satisfying for the older worker.
_.
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There are many.alternatives an employer can choose from in insuring a balanced
work force of young and old, and vigor and experience. The employer should
choose that alternative which is most feasible.

Work schedules can be redesigned to allow part-time job positions where full-
time positions are now. Also flexitime schedules may assist bider people in remain-
ing on the job.

Not only should work schedules be rearranged, but perhaps the job itself
should be redesigned, allowing the Tempi-oyeztotap the experience of the older
persoh where physical strength was all that was needed.

Government regulations which impede the employment of older peo le should
be modified. Certain CETA programs exclude older, people from their o - job.
training programs by mandating ftlll -time positions for contracts written, Many
older people are unable to work full time, either for fear of losing a pension, for
health reasons, or just a desire'to work only part time. However, they are unable- to
take advantage of the CETA OJT program because the program requires full lime
employmAt. Also, the current social security provision for an end to the income
earnings limitation should remain part of the law and not be changed.

The concept of self-help should be the cornerstone of government progra for
older people in the 1980's. Older people who are interested should be ene
to open their own businesses. These individuals should be given assistance in eh
areas as the legal technicalities for opening up their own business, getting a loan
for startup capital, classes in such things as tax laws, marketing, product develop-
ment, and other areas.

Preretirement programs should be expanded. These are beneficial in providing 4
options for oldcrpcoplc when they retire in such things as second careers, opening
a business, turning hobbies into businesses, etc. More importantly, thcse.programs
can assist older people to plan their retirement rather than taking it haphazardly
which has led to disastrous results for many older people. Postretircment planning
should also be expanded for those who find themselves without options after they
retire.

There should be tax incentives for private industry for encouraging older workers
to remain in the work force in such areas as training older employees in new skills
or hiring individuals over the age of 65.

Another area of consideration are the older workers who are reentering or
entering the job market for the first time. These people may need special assistance
in finding employment.

The employment set-vices should segregate older workers in their file from other
age groups in a similar fashion that they now segregate veterans. It is sematically
difficult for an employment service worker to find an older worker in the files. A
segregation system will insure that older applicants will be ayailable when re-
quested without the need for looking through every dpplicarit's file. The easier
the access is for older. applicants, the better the chance of getting into the work
force.

The position of the employment resource specialist, the older worker' specialist
in the employment service offices, should be better publicized. It has been stated
that "they arc one of the best kept secrets in the State." They could assist em-
ployers who desire older workers in getting them. Unfortunately, many employers
are unaware of their existence. Thus, the position of employment resource specialist
should be strengthened and publicized.

Though these programs may appear to'be an expense to the employer, it would "
actually he a sound investment. Older workers return much more to the economy
than they, draw from ij. It has been estimated that an individual on green thumb
returns $4.7$ for every $1 given to the program.

Work and economic security go hand in hand. Perhaps many of the social
service programs could be 1educed as more older people enter the work force for
work not only provides income, it provides social contacts, social statue and health.
To society, it provides a greater tax base and less of a draw on the economy. In
both the long and short Stun, employment of seniors benefits all.
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Appendix 2

p

,
STATEMENTS SUBMITTED BY THE BEARING

AUDIENCE

, During the ccurse.of the hearing, a form was made available by the
committee to those. attending .who wished to make suggestions and,
recommendations but were unable to testify because of time limita-
tions. The form read* follows:

Dear Senator Chiles:-If therehad been time for everyone to speak at the hearing
on "Work After 65:' Options for tha 80's," in Orlando, Fla., on July 9, 1980, I
would have said: j

The following r plies were received: .

ATEMENT or GENE AMY; MAITLAND, FLA.
. . tI would have sted that our social security program be revamped so tl

the younger as w 11 as older person, will realize that the social security program
is not goibg bro e. Many niors worry unduly about the social security program,
and want to c ntinue wor partly out of fear of the future. "Peace of mind''
is a factor tha can determine good health and happiness in old age. Worry about
factors in the future has the opposite effect.

Senator, I hope you and your committee can look into the social security pro-
gram anti\make the needed changes.,

\-,1

STATEMENT OF RALPH AND EDNA MILLER, CITRUS, FLA.

Interesting and enlightening. You are doing an excelle t jobi and other
areas. We appreciatetyour work.

As Phoebe Carpenter's parents, we appreciate your wo in child 'day care.
(257)
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